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ABSTRACT

Rationale:

Though increased ainruay reactivity is a feature of asthma, little is known about the role

of myocyte-myocyte interactions in altering responses to contractile agonists. This study

builds from an in vitro obseruation that though only 25o/o of human airway smooth

muscle cells (HASMC) express functional muscarinic M3 receptors (M3R) for the

contractile agonist acetylcholine (ACh); paradoxically, in confluent primary HASMC

cultures exposed to ACh, virtually all myocytes mobilize intracellular free Ca2* ç¡Ca2+1i¡,

which is required to initiate smooth muscle contraction. A possible explanation for this

phenomenon might be the presence of myocyte-myocyte communication, thus enabling

signals induced by cells expressing M3R to spread to neighboring cells, causing release

of calcium from intracellular stores. As gap junctions (GJ) are aqueous channels that

form a conduit for molecules <1kD to diffuse between cells, the studies for this project

were designed to characterize the expression of connexins (protein building blocks of

GJs) and their functional role in responses of airway smooth muscle to contractile

agonists.

Hypothesis:

Ainruay smooth muscle cells express a range of connexins that form gap junctions in

vivo and in vitro, and these gap junctions integrate and amplify the response of ainruay

smooth muscle to contractile agonists.

Specific Aims:

1. Establish HASM cell cultures and characterize their M3R expression pattern and

responsiveness to ACh.



2. Characterize the expression of connexins and distribution of GJs in HASM in

vitro, and determine their role in cell-cell coupling and in integrating mobilization

of [Ca2+]i in response to contractile agonists.

3. Characterize the expression of connexins in intact ainruay smooth muscle and

determine their functional role in isometric contraction induced by contractile

agonists.

Results:

1. We showed the presence of functional GJ and hemichannels in confluent and

subconfluent cultures respectively.

2. Using western blot, immunocytochemistry and or reverse transcriptase

polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) we demonstrated that connexins (Cx) 40,

43, and 47 are expressed by cultured HASM cells and Cx 40, 43 and 57 in intact

bronchial smooth muscle.

3. We observed that GJ are required for ACh-induced mobilization of [Ca2*]i in

HASM cells that do not express muscarinic M3 receptors.

4. Using intact equine tracheal smooth muscle strips we obserued that GJ are

required for the development of maximum isometric force in response to ACh.

Significance:

This is the first study to characterize the profile of connexins expressed by human

ainruay smooth muscle cells rn vítro or in vívo. ln addition our studies using cultured

HASM cells and intact equine trachealis are the first to demonstrate that GJ play a

significant role in determining responses to contracile agonists. These observations are



significant, as they imply that the development of specific inhibitors of GJ as therapeutic

agents to reduce bronchospasm in asthma patients may be of merit. The development

of novel new therapies for the treatment of asthma is necessary because despite the

increasing use of current anti-asthma medications (eg. bronchodilators and/or anti-

inflammatory agents) disease prevalence, morbidity and morlality are increasing

steadily.



INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW:

Smooth muscle

1. Tissue organisation:

Smooth muscle is found in the walls of blood vessels [1], ainruays [2], hollow organs

such as the stomach and uterus, the iris [3], or associated with the hair follicles. lt is not

under voluntary control, but displays automaticity. ln multiunit smooth muscle each cell

exists as a discreet independent unit that is innervated by a single nerye ending (e.g.

iris in the eye) [3]. Smooth muscle of visceral embryologic origin, such as that found in

the circular and longitudinal muscles of the large intestine, is categorized as being

single unit smooth muscle, as it exists as a sheet or bundle of fibers connected by cell-

celljunctions that allow ions and electrical signals to flow freely [4]. Single unit smooth

muscles perform as a syncytium, so that when one portion of the smooth muscle is

stimulated a biochemical or electrical signal spreads to all other fibers, resulting in an

amplification of contractile responses. lntact ainrrray smooth muscle, which is of visceral

origin, is of an intermediate phenotype, exhibiting characteristics of both single unit and

multi unit smooth muscle.

2. Smooth muscle contraction (Figure 1):

One of the functions of differentiated smooth muscle cells is to contract when activated.

Different types of smooth muscle in the body serve to create motion, maintain tone or

stabilize shape. ln the case of ainruay smooth muscle there is no clear-cut physiological

requirement function; not a single disease state is known in which impairment of ainruay



smooth muscle contraction or degeneration of the muscle is the underlying cause. ln

contrast, the excessive contraction of airway smooth muscle is a principal cause of

acute bronchoconstriction associated with asthma [5]. lndeed the primary target for

reversing an asthma "attack" is to use bronchodilators that target B-adrenergic receptors

on ainruay myocytes leading to relaxation of the muscle. As in skeletal muscle, the basic

contractile unit of ainrrray smooth muscle is the cross bridge, which is composed of

myosin ll and accessory proteins, and its interaction with filamentous smooth muscle

actin. The contractile unit has to operate within a cytoskeletal framework that is

extensible [6-9], undera continuous state of remodelling [10-15], and is exposed to an

extremely unstable and fluctuating load [16-19]. Figure 1 summarizes the primary

signaling pathways and proteins involved in the regulation of smooth muscle

contraction. lnteraction between actin and myosin with the subsequent hydrolysis of

ATP by the myosin head is the basic chemical reaction leading to muscle contraction

120l

The first event involved with pharmaco-mechanical coupling in ainruay smooth muscle is

the interaction of a contractile agonist (eg. ACh released by parasympathetic nerve

terminals) with its cognate receptor (eg. the M3R for ACh) 1211. Many receptors, such

as M3R are coupled with signaling effectors via trimeric G-proteins composed of a, B,

and y subunits [22]. Upon ligand binding M3R, which is coupled to trimeric G-proteins of

the Gcrqrrr sub-family, induces activity of phospholipase CB, which generates second

messengers including lPs and diacylglycerol ï221. l4 binds to lP3 receptors on the

sarcoplasmic reticulum resulting in Caz*-activated release of Ca2* from stores in the
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sarcoplasmic reticulum [23]. Once ¡Ca2.1i increases above -400nM sequential binding

of calcium ions to each of four binding sites on the regulatory protein, calmodulin,

occurs [2a]. This calcium-calmodulin complex then binds to myosin light chain kinase

(MLCK), which leads to catalytic activation of MLCK [20]. MLCK phosphorylates

regulatory myosin light chains (MLC) near the myosin head, thereby evoking a

conformational change in the head that increases the ability of actin to activate myosin-

Mg**-ATPase and causes the hydrolysis of ATP bound to the myosin head [25]. At the

beginning of the cross bridge cycle the myosin head with ATP is detached or weakly

attached to actin. ATP hydrolysis by Myosin (Mg.ATPase) leads to an intermediate with

the products of hydrolysis still bound to it (myosin.ADP.Pi), which is detached or weakly

attached to actin [25]. By releasing Pi from the myosin complex the binding between

actin and myosin changes from weak to strong and the angle of the myosin head

changes from 90 to 45o. The strain on the cross bridge caused by the angle is relieved

when actin slides past cross bridge. ADP is slowly released, and then the myosin head

rebinds ATP and reverts to g0o angle facing the next actin molecule [26].

Asthma

Asthma is one of the most prevalent chronic diseases affecting Canadians. lt afflicts

63% of adults and 12.2o/o of children [27]. Asthma by the newest definition ist "a

disorder of the ainruays characterized by paroxysmal or persistent symptoms (dyspnoea,

chest tightness, wheeze and cough), with variable airflow limitation and airway

hyperresponsiveness to a variety of stimuli" [28]. Asthma is a chronic disease in which

aidlow in and out of the lungs may be blocked by contraction of ainruay smooth muscle
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that encircles the ainruays, ainruay wall swelling and excess mucus secretion. The exact

cause of asthma is unknown, though there is a suspected interaction of three factors:

a) Predisposing factors such as atopy (higher tendency to respond to allergens),

gender (young boys tend to develop asthma more often than young girls, with

adulthood this imbalance reverses), genetics (asthma is more common in families

where at least one parent has asthma) [28].

b) Causal factors, which may sensitize the ainruays, such as indoor allergens (house

dust containing domestic dust mites, animal denders of animals like cat and dog,

cockroach allergen, and fungi), outdoor allergens (pollens and fungi), and

occupational sensitizers (exposure to work-related agents) I2Bl.

c) Gontributing factors such as respiratory infections (viral respiratory infections do

not cause asthma early in life, but may be an exacerbating factor), air pollution (it is

not causing asthma by itself, but may trigger an asthma attack). Other contributing

factors include outdoor pollutants as industrial and photochemical smog, indoor

pollutants from cooking, heating sources, materials used in building construction and

furnishings, and tobacco smoke. Passive smoking, (i.e. inhalation of second hand

smoke) is especially irritating to the respiratory system. Socio-economic status is

also related to asthma incidence (asthma is more prevalent in low-income adults

over 35 years of age) [28].

The diagnosis of asthma is not straightfonruard, because the symptoms may mimic other

respiratory diseases. According to the Canadian Asthma Consensus Conference

Guidelines for Asthma Management, diagnosis should be based on: 1) the presence of
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typical symptoms (coughing, sneezing, chest tightness, shortness of breath) that

improve with asthma medication, 2) objective evidence of variable airflow limitation

and/or obstruction (low peak readings, taken with a peak flow meter), and 3) evidence

of hyperresponsiveness of the ainruays using a provocative challenge. Patients with

asthma may respond to factors in the environment, called triggers, which do not affect

non-asthmatics. This is defined as hyperresponsiveness. Hyperresponsiveness leads to

a state of reversible increases in bronchial smooth muscle contraction, and variable

amounts of inflammation of the bronchial mucosa. ln response to a trigger, an

asthmatic's ainrruays become narrowed and inflamed, resulting in wheezing and/or

coughing symptoms. During an acute asthma attack, the already-inflamed airways

narrow further due to bronchospasm, which leads to increased ainruay resistance.

Because of the increased smooth muscle tone during an asthma attack, the ainruays

also tend to close at abnormally high lung volumes, trapping air behind occluded or

narrowed small ainruays. Thus the acute asthmatic will breathe at high lung volumes, his

functional residual capacity will be elevated, and he will inspire close to total lung

capacity. The accessory muscles of respiration are often used to maintain the lungs in a

hyperinflated state.

There are a number of hypotheses for the development of airway hyperresponsiveness.

One hypothesis is that ainruay remodelling due to chronic ainruay inflammation may

contribute to progression of ainruays hyperresponsiveness [29-31]. This hypothesis

suggests, that no change in the intrinsic properties of airway smooth muscle is required,

in particular relating to the responses to contractile agonists and to bronchodilating
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agents. Airways remodelling is characterized by ainruay wall thickening associated with

epithelial damage, submucosal fibrosis with increased numbers of submucosal

myofibroblasts, mucous gland metaplasia, and increased smooth muscle mass 132-371.

Other hypotheses suggest that airways inflammation can affects airuuay responses to

spasmogens responses directly [38]. ln addition it has been suggested that there is

abnormal beta-adrenergic receptor adenylate-cyclase function with decreased

adrenergic responsiveness [39], and/or that increased cholinergic activity in the ainruay

is the fundamental defect in asthma [40]. Based on these diverse hypotheses it is likely

that for a given asthma phenotype multiple biological factors contribute to disease

development and severity.

The changes noted above that occur in the ainruays are directly or indirectly related to

the focus of the present project. lncreased amount of smooth muscle is a well-known

feature of the remodeling process in asthma. lt is not entirely clear what causes this

increase in smooth muscle mass but both cellular hypertrophy and hyperplasia have

been proposed [41 ,42].ln one study [42] morphometry revealed that structural changes

in the airurays of asthmatics are characterized by two different patterns of airway

smooth muscle growth. ln "type l" asthma there was an increased smooth muscle mass

mostly in central airuruays that was attributable to hyperplasia of smooth muscle cells. ln

"type ll" asthma there was a difluse ainruay smooth muscle mass increase throughout

the airways due to hypertrophy of smooth muscle cells. ln these "type ll" patients the

hypertrophy was mostly localized to the smaller bronchi, but there was no clinically

detectable difference between the two groups of patients.
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Myofibroblasts have features of both fibroblasts and myocytes. They possess both, the

synthetic apparatus of fibroblasts and the contractile apparatus of smooth muscle cells.

It is well known that in tissues undergoíng reparative processes the number of

myofibroblasts is increased [43-45]. As one would expect under the chronic ainruay

inflammation associated with asthma, the number of myofibroblasts is greatly increased

in the submucosa. This increase correlates with the increased thickness of the lamina

reticularis 146,471. From where these cells are derived is not known [4S]. Appearance of

myofibroblasts is very fast after antigen challenge, with up to 4O-fold greater number of

the cells appearing within 24 hours of allergen challenge in human asthmatics [4g]. This

suggests the possibility for the existence of a quiescent precursor cell that responds to

certain stimuli to acquire the markers of a myofibroblast without undergoing cell division.

Precursors may be resident stromal cells such as fibroblasts or airway smooth muscle

cells, and there is a recent report that myofibroblasts can be derived from CD34+

circulating fibrocytes [50]. Of note, inhaled steroids used in treatment of asthma may

reduce the number of myofibroblasts in the submucosa [S1].

A number of investigators have reported changes in the innervation of the ainruays with

remodelling. For example, the loss of nerves containing vasoactive intestinal peptide

(VlP) and an increase in fibers containing substance-P has been described [52, 53]. Vlp

is a bronchodilator, whereas substance P-containing fibers are bronchoconstrictors [54-

561. Cytokines such as interleukin (lL)-4 and lL-6 also appear to have modulatory effect

on innervation. lL-4 is increased in the bronchial fluid from asthmatics, and the cytokine

modulates the cholinergic control of intestinal smooth muscle [52]. lL-6 stimulates

cholinergic differentiation and production of tachykinins by nervous tissue t5gl.
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Physiologic significance of airway remodelling is hard to dissect from the more direct

effects that the inflammation has on airway smooth muscle and its response to

contractile stimuli in asthma t591. Of note, some studies have shown that ainruay

hyperresponsiveness can be induced without ainruay remodelling 1601. Also cytokines

increase airuray smooth muscle responsiveness to contractile agonists in vivo as well as

in vitro [61, 62].

Gap iunctions (GJ)

1. GJ _ IN TISSUE - FUNCTION:

lntercellular coordination is a basic feature in tissues of multicellular organisms yet

diverse unrelated gene families fulfill this function in vertebrate and invertebrate

organisms (Figure 2). An important structure ensuring this coordinated signalling

between cells are gap junctions (GJ) that couple adjacent cells. GJs provide a direct

pathway for cell-cell communication [63, 64]. They are also implicated in regulation of

growth, transmission of developmental signals, coordination of muscle contraction, and

maintenance of metabolic homeostasis. Gap junctions are complex in terms of both

their structure and their activity.

GJ are membrane channels specialized to provide intercellular cytoplasmic

communication. These make it possible for small molecules (< 1000 Da) to diffuse and

therefore to be exchanged between the cells. Gap junctions allow electrical and

biochemical coupling between cells. Signals initiated in one cell can readily propagate to

numerous neighbouring cells, perpetuating the response to the initial stimulus.

lmportant examples of molecules that readily pass through GJ include ions [65], cyclic
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AMP (329 Da) [66], inositol-1,4,5-triphosphate (420 Da) [67] and nucleotides (250-300

Da) [68].

2. GJ _ STRUCTURE - FUNCTION

2.1. Connexins

The protein building blocks of gap junctions are the connexins [63]. Different species of

connexin are seen in different organisms and among different tissues within an

organism. There are over 20 different connexins described up to date [69], and they

range in size from 25 kDa and 60 kDa. Connexins have four transmembrane domains,

two extracellular and one intracellular loop, and cytoplasmic amino- and carboxyl-

terminal domains. The extracellular and the transmembrane domains are highly

conserved as opposed to the cytoplasmic domains that are the sites where regulation

by phosphorylation occurs 17 0l 17 11.

2.2. Hemichannels

Hemichannels, also called as connexons, are formed out of six connexin subunits.

Depending whether the subunits are the same type of the connexin or a mixture of

different types of connexins we are talking about homo-oligomeric and hetero-

oligomeric hemichannels respectively. After the hemichannels are assembled in the

cytoplasm the hemichannels travel towards the plasma membrane where they, based

on one of the theories, secondary to high sub plasma membrane calcium levels become

closed [72]. They are then randomly inserted into the plasma membrane after which
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they migrate to regions where two cells are in contact to form functional GJ 1731. Studies

showed that hemichannels in heart are generally in a closed state secondary to normal

extracellular calcium concentration because they are phosphorylated at the C-terminus

under MAPK signalling pathway regulation 1741. Upon dephosphorylation the

hemichannels open allowing extracellular ions to flux into the cell, which can be lethal

for the cell.

2.2. GJ structure

Gap junctions are seen under an electron microscope as dense patches of varying size

in many excitable tissues (fig. 1B) t751. At the site of GJs the plasma membranes of

neighboring cells are separated by a 2-3 nm wide uniform gap. GJ are formed through

the interaction of connexons (connexin protein hexamers) from adjacent cells. They

form aqueous pores roughly 2 nm in diameter between two cells. Ultrastructural

analysis by freeze fracture electron microscopy shows that gap junctions are

aggregates of tight channels creating characteristic two-dimensional sheets that are

structurally distinct from other clusters of particles also present in the plasma membrane

[76]. SDS - fracture labeling under electron microscope provides evidence that the

connexin oligomers exist as dispersed entities [76]. This observation is in agreement

with the hypothesis that junctions are created by the aggregation of connexons already

present in the lipid bilayer 177 ,781.

2.3. GJ function
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Gap junctions are seen in virtually all cell types in mammals with few exceptions like

circulating erythrocytes, spermatozoids and adult innervated skeletal muscle cells [79].

ln the regulation of numerous critical physiological processes they play a principal role

that can be categorized into two broad functional classifications. First, electrical

coupling; gap junctions serying this function are abundant in cardiac and smooth

muscle. Depolarization of one group of muscle cells is rapidly spread to adjacent cells,

leading to well-coordinated contractions of those muscles [78, 80]. Second, metabolic

or "biochemical" coupling; many hormones act by elevating intracellular concentrations

of cyclic AMP, which initiates intracellular signalling pathways. Cyclic AMP readily

passes through gap junctions and thus, hormonal stimulation of one cell can lead to

signal propagation to a cluster of cells.

A key area of study in the field is the identification of the molecules transferred via GJs

and the biological processes they influence. ln excitable cells, GJs conduct the spread

of electrical excitation. The role of gap junctions in non-excitable cells is very unclear.

However the evidence of some disease related connexin deficiencies in humans and

targeted disruption of connexin genes in mice indicate the importance of these proteins.

For example connexin 26 gene mutations are linked to non-syndromic deafness in

humans [81-83]. Mutations within the connexin 32 genes are associated with the x-

linked peripheral nerve disorder Charcot-Marie-Tooth Syndrome t84-861. Junctional

communication is also important during embryonic development. Connexin 26 [87] and

connexin 45 knockout mice die in utero [88], connexin 37 knockout female mice are

infeftile [89], and connexin 43-deficient mice die shortly after birth from malformation of
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the heafi [90]. Lack of connexin 46 and connexin 50 function appears to be important in

the development of cataracts t91]. Connexins can also have tumor suppressive

properties [92].4 number of pathologies are known where communication between cells

is disrupted by modification of connexins. These proteins of gap junctions thus emerge

as therapeutic targets and connexin mimetic peptides, which correspond to specific

short sequences in the two extracellular loops of connexins, have been studied recently

for relaxing arterial smooth muscle [93].

Cell-to-cell communication has been investigated in many cell types including

cardiomyocytes [94], respiratory tract ciliated cells [95, 96], neurons [97], glial cells and

cell lines [98-101], smooth muscle cells [102], osteoblastic cells [103], chondrocytes

[104], mast cells [105], insulinoma cells [106], PC12 cells [107], lens cells [108], and

hepatocytes [109]. Though there has been little investigation of GJs in airuruay smooth

muscle tissue, the role gap junctions have been well described in certain smooth

muscle types including the myometrium [110-113], and the gastrointestinal tracl[114-

1171. Studies looking at GJ in the myometrium showed that Cx expression was

dramatically increased during pregnancy leading to increased capacity for synchronous

contractions required for childbirth 1110-1121. Studies in the Gl tract showed the

requirement of GJs for coordinated control of intestinal motility [1 15, 1 16]. Some studies

of GJs in vascular smooth muscle have been reported, and these reveal that the

integration and coordination of responses among vascular cells are critical to local

modulation of vasomotor tone and to the maintenance of circulatory homeostasis t1 1Bl.

Moreover there is evidence for an important role of intercellular communication via GJ
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to vascular function at all levels of the circulation, from the largest elastic artery to the

terminal arterioles 11 19-1211.

3. GJ IN SMOOTH MUSCLE

Earlier GJ were thought to be not an important part of smooth muscle cell

communication because without being able to demonstrate the presence of visible GJ in

smooth muscle cells there was an obvious electric coupling demonstrated [122]. ln

recent days its clear that GJ are the structural correlate of electrical coupling and the

structure responsible for metabolic coupling in all types of smooth muscle 1123-125j.

Smooth muscle cells are responsible for wide variety of function that are required for

proper functioning of the hollow organs as the ainruay, digestive tract, blood vessels,

urinary and genital tract. ln all these cases GJ play an important role in coordinating the

proper action (contraction, relaxation) [126]. GJ were previously shown to be present in

smooth muscle in intestines [1271, bladder 1128], corporal smooth muscle [128, 129],

uterus [130], and blood vessels [131]justto mention afew. ln intestinal smooth muscle

the GJ are crucial in maintaining proper peristalsis that propels the nutrients. GJ can be

found in different layers in the small intestinal wall (circular muscle cells, between

interstitial cells of Cajal of deep muscular plexus and between them and adjacent outer

circular muscle). ln colon GJ are found between intestinal cells of Cajal and between

them and circular muscle cells [127]. ln the case of the bladdersmooth muscle GJ are

the key players in detrusor smooth muscle contraction and secondary the bladder

emptying 11281. ln the case of corporal smooth muscle the GJ play an important role in

penile erectile function 1128, 1291. ln the uterus there is an increase in GJ number
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before delivery and is necessary for normal parturition [130]. GJ are important in

maintaining proper tone in blood vessel walls. The major GJ expressed in the blood

vessel smooth muscle is Cx43, but Cx 40 was also described to be present and they

seem to be more directed towards cell-cell coupling reduction than enhancement t1311.

4. GJ IN AIRWAY SMOOTH MUSCLE

There is no report describing gap junctions or the expression of connexins in human

airway smooth muscle. lnterestingly, early studies using tetraethylamonium (TEA)

revealed that TEA significantly increased the distance where the spread of the

membrane potential was detectable in cultured canine airway smooth muscle cells

[132]. This study indicates that the number of cells stimulated by the same stimulus

increased more than 16 times after TEA exposure. ln 1978 t1321 it was shown by

electron microscopy that TEA appears to increase the number of GJ within t hour and

that this increase could be blocked using cyclohexamide to inhibit de novo protein

production. Since these observations were reported no other reports further

investigating this phenomenon exists 1132-1341.

5. GJ - PRODUCTION, AND REGULATTON (Fiqure 3)

Both the translocation of proteins (including connexins) across membranes and their

intracellular trafficking are basic processes that appear to be nearly identical in all

eukaryotic cells [135]. Gap junction channels are oligomeric protein structures.

Therefore the connexin subunits have to assemble before they can function. The
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integration process of connexins has primarily been investigated using cell free models

supplemented with membrane vesicles derived from endoplasmic reticulum [136, 137].

Recent results obtained by studying the assembly and intracellular transporl of

connexins indicate that assembly in the endoplasmic reticulum may indeed be

necessary for the further transport of connexons towards the plasma membrane [138,

139]. Connexons are hexameric structures formed of six connexins. Two connexons of

two adjacent cells if joined are called a gap junction.

How gap junction connexons (also termed gap junction hemichannels) are directed to

and assembled in the plasma membrane is the topic of intense current research l14O-

1431. Two different pathways have been proposed. First, the connexons may be

transported directly to the site of functionaljunction formation. Second, they are inserted

somewhat randomly into the plasma membrane, and then are transported by lateral

movement to the junctional site. Recent results obtained by imaging the assembly of

gap junctions in live tissue culture cells supportthe latterview [138]. This hypothesis is

suppofted by the presence of gap junction connexons in the plasma membranes of

cultured cells. How the connexons (also called as hemichannels) in the membranes of

apposed cells register with each other is unknown [78], but they are believed to connect

via interactions of the extracellular loop domains of the connexin subunits[138].

Assembly of connexins into gap junction channels is complex. Homo-oligomeric

connexons (hemichannels) composed of only one connexin isotype are believed to

prevail in vivo. Also by studying connexin assembly in cell-free systems it is believed

that different connexin isotypes do not assemble ín random order, but interact
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selectively [136]. lt appears that only homo-oligomeric (formed of identical subunits) and

distinct sets of hetero-oligomeric connexons (formed of non-identical connexin subunits)

assemble to form GJ. This specificity suggests that an assembly signal may be located

in the C-terminal poriion of the connexin polypeptides. The selectivity signal is located in

the amino-terminal (first transmembrane or first extracellular unit) and likely regulates

the specific assembly of either homo- or hetero-oligomeric connexons [136].

The diversity of gap junctions is further broadened by the possibility that connexons

assembled from divergent connexin isotypes expressed in adjacent cell types can

assemble into heterotypic gap junctions (containing of non-identical connexon subunits

as opposed to a homotypic GJ that is formed from identical connexon subunits). This

has been suggested by both in vitro experiments using culture cells that express

different connexin isotypes 11441 and by in vivo experiments characterizing gap

junctions between different cell types of the central nervous system [145] or the eye

[146]. The availability of cDNAs encoding autofluorescent proteins, such as green

fluorescent protein, allows obseruation of the behavior of the expressed proteins in live

cells. Tagging connexins with autofluorescent tracer proteins and the use of

deconvolution microscopy has allowed studying gap junctions in living cells, their

structure, assembly, and degradation [147]. Results suggest that co-expressed

connexins sharing the same characteristics assemble into heterotypic channels, while

co-expressed connexins with different characteristics arrange only to well separated

homotypic channels t13Bl. Future studies need to elucidate the multiple functions that

diverse gap junctions may have.
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The degradation and turnover of gap junctions can range between 2 and 5 hours. ln

cardiac cells as fast as 1.3 hours [148]. Time-lapse recordings demonstrate that gap

junctions are highly mobile and dynamic structures. The individual channels are turned

over constantly by newly inserted or removed ones [148]. This dynamic change is an

adaptation to the function of gap junctions that allows quick response to the changing

requirements of cells and tissues [138]. The activity of gap junctions is influenced by

posttranslational modification of the connexins. Although phosphorylation is one of the

most common modifications, intramolecular disulfide bonds also can be formed [91].

Phosphorylation most commonly occurs on the carboxyl termini of the connexins, which

together with the amino termini are located in the cytoplasm of the cells [148-150].

Phosphorylation can also occur on the cytoplasmic loop too as it was shown in the case

of Cx56 [151]. Phosphorylation is not the case for all connexins. Cx26 was shown not to

be phosphorylated in a couple of experiments 1152, 1531. ln the case of Cx43 a couple

of sites of phosphorylation were identified [150, 154-160]. lmmunoblotting is a very good

technique to detect various states of phosphorylation, hovever some states of

phosphorylation do not show up with this method [161]. Phosphorylation affects the gap

junctions in different ways depending on cell type and Cx type [151 , 152, 155, 156, 1Sg-

1661. Phosphorylation of Cx 43 on serine residues might be responsible for the process

of connexin insertion into the plasma membrane [165], degradation, conductance and

closure [159, 160, 166]. Phosphorylation of tyrosine residues on Cx43 is associated with

the decrease in intercellular coupling [167, 168]. Recent data suggests phosphorylation

of serines in the C-terminal intracellulardomain of connexin 43 t1691 and connexin 45
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1170J is a key determinant of the open-closed state of GJs. Fufthermore

phosphorylation of specific serine sites or a tyrosine site in connexin 43 attenuates gap

junction communication by a conformational change in the connexin protein [91].

Elevated intracellular calcium in the vicinity of GJ is established stimuli for rapid closing

of connexons f72,1711. This shows us how much dynamic and how well controlled GJs

are. These rapid conformational changes are reversible. This may be of importance

when one cell within a group becomes damaged, where extracellular ions are poring

into the cell and as a result closing gap junctions of a damaged cell would effectively

isolate that cell and prevent spreading of signals triggered by the injury. There are two

theories how calcium ion concentration can cause opening and closure of GJ. ln the first

one as the connexins are formed and are located in the sub plasma membrane region

where the concentration of calcium is (-5uM) they assume a closed state that only

opens after two hemichannels of two jucstaposed cells dock together and form a micro

domain where the calcium concentration is low and more favourable for an open state

[172]. ln the second theory the constant relatively high calcium concentration in the

sub-plasma membrane level favours the closed state of the GJ l72l. ln this model and

additional protein is assocÍated with regulating the opened and closed state of the gap

junction.

The open or closed state of GJ can also depends on the pH, cAMP and voltage.

Many studies aimed at understanding the physiological role of GJs have employed a

range of pharmacological agents that appear to have the ability inhibit diffusion of
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chemical signals through GJs. As several of these inhibitors are used in experiments of

the present project, a list of the most extensively studied gap junction inhibitors is

included in Table 1 t931.

TABLE 1: Pharmacological lnhibitors of Gap Junctions

Type of GJ inhibitor: Proposed mechanism of action: Reference:

Aliphatic Alcohols

e.g. - Octanol

- Heptanol

Disrupts lipids surrounding GJ leading to closure [173,174]

Anesthetics

e.g. - Halotahane

Disrupts lipids surrounding GJ leading to their

closure

[e5, 175]

Anadamine Depletes calcium stores [e5, 175]

1 Bcr- Glycirrhetinic acid Dephosphorylation of connexin 43 and GJ closure [1 76-181]

Oleamid Mechanism is obscure; it may be connected to the

chemical structure as a lipid solvent

1174,1821

Tamoxifen The mechanism of action of this antitumor drug is

unknown

['183, 184]

Ouabain The mechanism of action of involves

dephosphorylation of connexins and perhaps

changes in intracellular sodium

[185]

anti-peptide antibodies An alternative approach involves direct binding of

anti-peptide antibodies to exposed connexin

sequences

[1 86-1 88]

Connexin mimetic

peptides

Short synthetic peptides corresponding to chosen

sequences in the two extracellular loops of natural

connexins. Their proposed mechanism of action is

channel gating and/or gap junction assembly

[176, 177 ,

1 86-1 e6l

Fatty acids as arachidonic

acid, oleic acid and

lipoxygenase metabol ites

Probably interact with lipid-protein interactions in

gap junctions
[197,1e8].

Chemical reducing agents Dislocate connexin extracellular disulphide

bridges

[1e1 , 1ee]
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6. SIGNAL PROPAGATION BETWEEN CELLS

There are two different ways a calcium wave can propagate from cell to cell, both of

which involve release of inositol triphosphate (lP3) 167,2OOl.ln the case of GJ, lp3 goes

through GJ and initiates the intracellular release of calcium from the sarcoplasmic

reticulum [201]. The studies in the present project are designed to test the relevance of

this model in cell-cell communication in ainruay smooth muscle. A second model for the

propagation of calcium waves between cells involves paracrine activity of secreted ATp

on P2 purinergic receptors [105, 106,202]. Upon the intracellular release of calcium in

one cell ATP is released into the extracellular environment, thereafter the secreted ATp

binds purinergic receptors on neighboring cells, thus inducing intracellular calcium

mobilization in the target cell [203-205].
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RATIONALE, HYPOTHESES & SIGNIFICANCE

According to the 1996-97 National Population Health survey, physicians diagnosed

more than 2.2 million Canadians with Asthma. Considerable amounts of money and

effort are invested in asthma research and developing new treatments of these patients.

Therefore research directed toward understanding the underlying pathophysiology and

toward the development of new management and treatment technique is highly

warranted. The most dangerous and troublesome part of this chronic inflammatory

disease of the ainruays is the contraction of airway smooth muscle that creates acute

ainruay obstruction known as an "asthma attack". This causes dyspnea, creating distress

for the patient, and in severe cases can lead to death. In addition to acute bronchial

spasm a marked increase of smooth muscle mass develops in the ainruay of asthmatics,

fufther accentuating breathing difficulties and underscoring the primary contribution of

ASM to disease morbidity.

Gap junctions have the potential to contribute to the development of ainruays

hyperresponsiveness by increasing the number of myocytes that contract in response to

stimulation with a contractile against. A well-described example of how changes in GJ

activity can affect contractile responses of smooth muscle comes from studies of the

myometrium, which provides strong synchronous contractions of the uterus during

labour. lncreased contractile activity is dependent on electrical coupling of myometrial

smooth muscle cells via GJs [110,206]. The number of GJs in the myometrium

increases dramatically in late pregnancy, leading to a functional conversion of the whole

muscle organ from a multi-unit to a single unit type Í2071. The possibility that GJs could
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play an important role in contraction of ain¡ray smooth muscle tissue is further supported

by observations that innervation to the ainruay smooth muscle in bronchi is relatively

sparse, suggesting that bronchial smooth muscle may exist more-or-less as a single

unit muscle (Figure 4) 12081.

Our group has reported a novel canine tracheal myocyte primary cell culture system

that employs prolonged serum deprivation to induce acquisition of a functionally

contractile phenotype in a subset (-15%) of myocytes [21]. Contractile myocytes re-

expressed functionally coupled muscarinic M3 receptor (M3R) and mobilized lCa2+l¡

upon exposure to exogenous ACh 121, 231. These contractile myocytes became

organized into 5-10 cell wide bundles coursing through cultures. Of note, Lucifer yellow,

a water soluble low molecular weight fluorescent dye, microinjected into a single

contractile myocyte diffused into adjacent cells within minutes, suggesting the existence

of junctions facilitating cytoplasmic coupling [21]. Further investigation of the nature of

these junctions and of their possible role in regulating responses of contractile myocyte

to exogenous mediators have not been completed.

Based on these observations we proposed to develop a prolonged serum-free cell

culture system with primary cultured human ainruay smooth muscle cells, and to

investigate the nature of cell-cell coupling between contractile myocytes. Thus, we

tested the hypothesis that airway smooth muscle cells express a range of

connexins that form gap junctions in vivo and in vitro, and gap junctions

integrate and amplify the response of airway smooth muscle cells to contractile
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agon¡sts. To test this hypothesis we proposed three Specific Aims: 7) to establish

HASM cell cultures, and characterize the expression pattern of M3R and

responsiveness to ACh, 2) to characterize the expression of connexins and distribution

of GJs in HASM in vitro, and determine their role in cell-cell coupling and in integrating

mobilization of lCa2+li in response to contractile agonists, and 3) characterize the

expression of connexins in intact ainruay smooth muscle and determine their functional

role in isometric contraction induced by contractile agonists.

The chief questions we will address have received little previous attention despite the

fact that all cells are known to express gap junction proteins (connexins), and that there

is ample evidence that changes in gap junction number during development or in

response to inflammation greatly affects contraction of visceral and vascular smooth

muscle t2091. Based on several studies in the late 1970's indicating TEA increase cell-

cell in canine tracheal smooth muscle and evidence from electron microscopy studies

there is an indication that gap junctions are present in ainruay smooth muscle 11321.

However there are no systematic studies of the connexins expressed by human airway

smooth muscle, neither coupling between airway myocytes through GJs rn vítro or in

vivo been reported. Moreover, the contribution of GJs to contractile function of intact

ainruay smooth muscle, or whether inflammatory mediators associated with asthma

affect function and expression of GJs in airway smooth muscle is unknown. As smooth

muscle is not only present in the ainruays, but is also in many other organs and can play

a primary role in disease, our studies have potential for broad impact in understanding

disease pathogenesis in organs containing smooth muscle. For example, these
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disorders include hypertension akinetic or hypercontractile uterus, hyper- or hypo-

motility of the Gl, and irritable bowel syndrome.
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METHODS

DISSEGTION AND TISSUE GULTURE:

PRIMARY CELL CULTURE: Segments of central bronchi of uninvolved lung

specimens from patients undergoing partial lung resection for cancer were acquired as

per protocols approved by the Human Ethics Committee of the University of Manitoba.

A pathologist in the operating room confirmed the disease-free state of the bronchial

specimens. Typically bronchial segments were 0.5-1 cm diameter and - 0.5 cm long.

The samples were stored and transferred to the laboratory in cold (4oC) HBSS (KCl 5.36

mmol/L, KH2PO4 0.44 mmol/L, Na(Cor) 4.17 mmol/L, NaCl 130.9 mmol/L, K2H(po4)

0.336 mmol/L, D-glucose 5.55 mmol/L) kept on ice. Bronchial rings were cut open

rinsed in HBSS and pinned down with the epithelial surface facing up to a dissecting

dish. The specimens were submersed in HBSS containing penicillin (5

lU/ml)/streptomycin (5 lU/ml) (Pen-Strep) and HBSS was bubbled with 5% carbon

dioxide and 95% oxygen. All dissection instruments were rinsed with 70% ethanol. The

epithelium was rubbed off gently with a sterile Q-tip. Thereafter the submucosa and

bronchial muscle was removed using fine surgical scissors under a binocular dissecting

microscope. The smooth muscle strip was then pinned down with the adherent

adventitia facing up, and the later was removed by fine dissection. The cleaned muscle

sheet was then washed 3xlOminutes in HBSS containing 2x Pen-Strep in a sterile

hood. Muscle was then minced with sterile scissors and resulted in 4ml of dissociation

solution: (600 U/ml Collagenase, 1U/ml Elastase, 2-3 Ulml Protease) , for -1 hours at

37oC with vigorous shaking. Remaining tissue was then disrupted by genfle trituration

with a borosilicate Pasteur pipette. The cell suspension was then mixed with
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proliferating culture media an equal volume of DMEM containing 20% FBS and Pen-

Strep and centrifuged at 600-800 x g for 5 minutes. The cells were resuspended in

DMEM/2O% FBS/Pen-Strep and were plated at 10,000/cm2 or in tissue culture treated

plates. Culture dishes with cells were placed into a humidified incubator (37oC, So/o

CO2l95% air). After 96 hours media was changed to DMEM/10% FBS/Pen-Strep and

thereafter media was changed every 2 days until confluence was reached then serum-

containing growth medium was replaced with serum-free media (Ham's F-12

supplemented with insulin (5pg/ml) - transferring (5 ¡rg/ml) - selenium (5 ng/ml) that

contained 0.1 mM non-essential amino acids (NEAA) and Pen-Strep. Serum free media

was replaced every 2 days. Where necessary cells were passaged at confluence (prior

to serum deprivation) by lifting the cells with 0.05% trypsin-O.5 mM EDTA, and replating

in new culture dishes in a ratio of 1:5 using DMEM/10% FBS/PenStrep. ln all studies

cells from passage 3-6 were used. Some cells were stored frozen and stirred before

being replated. The freezing procedure consists of lifting the cells with 0.05% trypsin-O.5

mM EDTA, centrifugation (600x9/5 min) to pellet cells, then the cells were resuspended

in 90%FBS+10%DMSO using a volume that resulted in a final cell density of l.Smillion

cells/ml. Cells were than immediately put into cryo-vials and quickly submersed in ice;

after 30 minutes the vials were cooled to -70 degrees in a freezer, and after 1G-20

hours they transferred to liquid nitrogen for long term storage (up to 1 year). To replate

frozen cells in culture, vials were thawed rapidly by warming with hands, the cells were

diluted in -5 volumes of DMEM/10% FBS/Pen-Strep and replated at 10,000 cells/cm2.
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IMMUNOCYTOCHEMISTRY

Cultured cells were grown on coverslips in multiwell culture dishes. At required times

the cells were washed three times with warm 37oC phosphate buffered saline (PBS)

(2.7 mltl KCl, 1.2 mM KHzPo¿, 138 mM Nacl,8.1mM Na2HPo4, pHT.4), then fixed with

AoC cold 3% paraformaldehide in PBS (pH 7.6) for 20 minutes cells were then

permeabilized with cold 3% paraformaldehyde in PBS + O.3%Triton X-100 for 5 minutes

at 4oC. Coverslips were then rinsed with PBS and stored submerged at 4oC for up to 1

month. Prior to labelling fixed cells they were blocked by incubating in cold cyto-TBS

(Tris 20 mM, NaCl 500 mM, EGTA 2mM, Mgcl 0.4mM) containing 5% serum (the

species of serum was matched to that of the secondary antibody) for 20 minutes. Before

applying the primary antibody (Table 2) coverslips were rinsed one time with cyto-TBS.

Then coveslíps were turned face down onto 20yJ- of primary antibody diluted

appropriately in cyto-TBS containing 0.1% tween-2O, that was placed on a piece of

hydrophobic parafilm. Cells were incubated with primary antibody overnight at 4oC in a

humidified chamber. After incubation cells were washed three times with cyto-TBST

then incubated with appropriate secondary antibodies (Table 2) for 2 hours at room

temperature in dark humidified chamber. Thereafter, coverslips were rinsed 3 times with

cyto-TBS. Some cells were then labeled with 5 ¡rg/ml propidium iodide to stain nuclei.

Finally after rinsing in ddH2O coverslips were mounted cell side down on microscope

slides using Prolong Antifade mounting medium (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR).

Slides were stored at room temperature up to 1 month before imaging with an Olympus

lX70 inverted confocal microscope with Nomarski DIC optics to evaluate staining.
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lmages were analyzed with the FluoView software. For all experiments samples were

prepared in triplicates from three different cultures.

ANTIBODIES USED IN EXPERIMENTS

SECONDARY ANTIBODY TABLE

=luorescent dve ype )ilution
:lTc 3oat-anti-rabbit loG 0.75 uo/mL 1:100

lY3 ;onjugated affìnitu pure donkev-anti-mouse loc (H+L) 1:100

MEASURTNG TNTRACELLULAR FREE CALCTUM 1¡Gt2*¡¡¡:

Mobilization of free [Ca'*], was measured using fura-2loaded cells grown on glass

coverslips that were 25 mm in diameter and No. 1 thickness. Cells were loaded with

fura-2 by incubation in HBSS/O.1% BSA/1O¡rM fura-2 AM for 60 minutes at 37oC. Cells

were then washed with 37oC HBSS/0.1% BSA and left submerged in the dark at room

temperature for a further 30 minutes. Coverslips were then placed into a modified

Sykes-Moore chamber and mounted on an Olympus lX70 inverted microscope

equipped with an Olympus-LSR Calcium ion digital system, including an Olympix

lnterline 12-bit CCD camera and UltraView computer software. An Olympus x2OlO.TS

Type Source Dilution Dilution

Cvtochemistrv Western

¡nti M3R ìabbit polyclonal 3ift from Dr Juroen Wess 1:250

lnt¡ Cx43 184-9 ìabbit 3ift from Dr Jim Naov 1:500 1:50.000

¡nti smActin (144) Vlouse lgG2a iiqma 1:100

lnti smMyosin (hSMv) M-7786 v'louse loGl iiqma 1:500

rnti 82 Bradvkinin BXX820 vlouse 1:100
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objective was used for all studies. Cells were alternately exposed to excitation light for

100-400 msec using 340 and 380 nm, with Sutter Filter system; emitted fluorescence

(510 nm) was acquired for - 400 msec at each excitation wavelength and used to

calculate calcium concentrations (nM)from an in vitro calibration curye of known free

Ca2* 10 to 1.35 pM) that had been determined for the system. During experiments an

equal volume of buffer containing twice the desired concentration was pipetted into the

Sykes-Moore chamber to ensure rapid mixing in the chamber. ln all experiments,

myocytes were exposed to Ach (10-6) and responses were compared in up to 120

(average -70) individual cells per coverslip.

To make quantitative assessment of data from Ca2* studies, a calibration procedure

was used for the calcium system. This allowed for the conversion of light detected by

the camera as gray scale ratios into [Ca2*]r in mM. For calibration the Molecular Probes

(F-6774) Fura-2 Calcium lmaging Calibration Kit was used which allowed the

measurement of known concentrations of calcium mixed with fura-2. These data were

manually impofted into the UltraView software thus enabling the calculation of calcium

concentration for any given ratio data obtained within the maximum and minimum

calibration sample concentrations (fig. 1g)
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WESTERN BLOT ANALYSIS

CELL LYSATE PREPARATION :

Human ainruay smooth muscle cells (HASMCs) were grown on 1OOmm tissue culture

dishes. Whole cell or crude membrane and cytosol fractions were obtained using

different lysis protocols.

i) wHoLE CELL LYSATES

Cells were washed three times in 5 ml of ice cold HBBS. RIPA lysis buffer (S0 mM Tris-

Hcl, 150 mM Nacl, 1% NP-40,0.5o/o sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% sDS, 5mg/ml of

pepstatin A, Smg/ml of PMSF, 5mg/ml leupeptin, 1 mM NaVoa, 10 mM Napoa was

used to lyse the cells. For each plate 300 ¡rL of lysis buffer was used. Cells were

removed from plates by scraping with a cell scraper (on ice). Buffer containing cells and

cell debris was transferred to 1.5m1 microcentrifuge tube that was sonicated at setting

#40 with 3x10s pulses using a probe sonicator. After sonication the sample was

centrifuged at 4oC for 15 minutes at 20,000 x g using a microfuge. The supernatant was

then transferred into a new centrifuge tube and stored at -70oC up to 2 months.

ii) MEMBRANE AND CYTOSOL FRACTTONATTON LYSATE

Cells were washed three times in 5 ml of ice cold HBBS then lysed with 40mM Tris,

8.0 with 1 mM NaVoa, 10 mM NaPoa, 5mg/ml of pepstatin A, 5mg/ml

pH

of
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phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF), Smg/ml leupeptin. For each 100 mm plate 300 pl

of lysis buffer was used. Cells were removed from plates by scraping with a cell scraper

(on ice). Buffer containing cells and cell debris was transferred to 1.5m1 micro centrifuge

tube. Cell lysates were sonicated on ice with 2 pulses for 10 seconds each using a

probe sonicator (setting #40).sonicated lysates were centrifuged at 4oC for 15 minutes

at 20,000 x g using a microfuge and the supernatant containing the cytosolic fraction

was transferred to a new 1.5m1 micro centrifuge tube. The pellet was lysed with RlpA

(pH 8.0) containing 1 mM Navoa, 10 mM NaPoa, 5mg/ml of pepstatin A, 5mg/ml of

PMSF, 5mg/ml Leupeptin. A volume of 300 ¡rl per pellet (representing one 100 mm

plate) was used. Samples were than sonicated 4oC with 2 pulses for 10 seconds each

using a probe sonicator (setting #40).sonicated lysate was then centrifuged at 4oC for

15 minutes at 20,000 x g and the supernatant containing the membrane fraction was

transferred to a new 1.5m1 micro centrifuge tube and stored at -70oC up to 2 months.

PROTEIN ASSAY

Protein was measured using the BioRad DC Protein Assay based on Lowry Method.

Absorbance at 750nm was measured using an Ultraspec 3000 spectrophotometer.

Bovine serum albumin (Fischer CAS 904814618) was used as a relative protein standard

for all assays. Calculated concentrations were used to calculate the dilution required to

bring all samples to the same concentration for use in subsequent Western Blot

analyses.

PROTEIN ELECTROPHORESIS: SDS-PAGE + WESTERN BLOTTING
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The BioRad Protean ll minigel vertical electrophoresis apparatus was used for all

applications. The gels measured I x 10 x 1 cm. Because the proteins investigated were

in the range of -26-47kd, 12.5o/o acrylamide separating gel and 3.5% acrylamide

stacking gels were used. The buffer system described by Laemmeli 12101 was used.

Separating gels contained 375mM Tris, pH 8.8,0.1% sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS).

Stacking gel bufferwas 125mM Tris, pH 6.8,0.1% SDS. The amountof protein loaded

into each well was 10-40 ¡rg. Proteins were fractionated at constant voltage of 200V for

60 minutes at room temperature. The running buffer used was of the following

composition: Tris (25 mM), Glycine (0.192 M), SDS (0.1%). The transfer of proteins

from the gel onto nitrocellulose paper was done at constant voltage of 100 V for B0

minutes at 4-8oC. The transfer buffer composition was the following: Tris (25mM),

Glycine (192mM), SDS (0.05%), Methanol (20%). After transfer, blots were immediately

placed into TBST. To confirm transfer efficiency and equal loading of samples in each

lane after transfer blots were stained for total protein. lndia lnk or Ponceau S were used.

For lndia ink staining TBS containing 0.1o/o lndia lnk and 0.1% Tween-2O was used

staining was performed for t hour at room temperature, then blots were rinsed in

distilled water and incubated in fresh water for 30 minutes before air drying. lndia lnk

staining was only used for western blot analyses were complete. For staining blots after

but before labeling with antibodies Ponceau S staining was used immediately after

transfer. The composition of the stain was: 0.15o/o trichloroacetic acid (TCA), 100 mg/ml

Ponceau S. Stain was applied for 15 minutes then blots were rinsed with distilled water

until bands were clear. Blots were then washed further until no color remained. Blots
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were then incubated in fresh TBST for at least 30 minutes before being used for

immunostaining.

BLOT IMMUNOSTAINING

Blots were blocked overnight at 4oC in TBST with 5% skim milk powder then were

placed into TBST/1% skim milk powder with diluted primary antibody (Table 2) overnight

with constant shaking the antibody containing solution. Blots were then rinsed 3 times

with TBST and incubated for one hour with horseradish peroxidase conjugated

secondary antibody (Table 2) appropriately diluted in TBST/1% of skim milk powder.

Blots were then rinsed with TBST three times. To detect the protein of interest a

chemiluminescence techniques were used, with ECL reagents (Amersham) as specified

by the manufacturer. Chemiluminograms were captured on Kodak biomax light film.

The film was exposed for 10 - 300 seconds. Densitometry was performed using a page

scanner with the MCID M4 (3.0 Rev. 1.2) software.

ISOMETRIC FORCE MEASUREMENT IN EQUINE TRAGHEAL SMOOTH MUSCLE

STR¡PS

Equine trachea was obtained from a regional abattoir. Trachea were placed into Kreb's-

Herseleit solution of the following composition: 118 mM NaCl,4.Z5 mM KC¡,2.54 mM

CaCl2, 1.03 mM KHzPO+, 23 mM NaHCOs, and 11 mM glucose. A sheet of trachealis

muscle was dissected from trachea rings after removing the serosal and epithelial

layers. Thin parallel strips of tracheal smooth muscle (TSM) (n=10 strips from three

animals) were separated and tethered vertically with 3-O surgical silk. One end of the
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muscle was fastened to a rigidly clamped glass hook in a 10 ml jacketed organ bath

(37oC). The other end was tied to a Grass FT 0.03 force transducer on a rack and

pinion to allow the length of the muscle to be adjusted. The organ bath was filled with

Krebs buffer at 37oC and was bubbled gently with g5% Oz and S% COz gas mixture to

maintain a pH of -7.4. Tissues were equilibrated by repeated exposures to 47mM KCI

substituted Kreb's bicarbonate solution. ln preliminary concentration response studies,

47ml{i KCI elicited maximal contractile responses. During this time (approximately 90

minutes and 4 exposures to KCI) muscle length was adjusted to elicit maximum

isometric force i.e. optimal length. Thereafter strips were stimulated by electrical field

stimulation (EFS) (12Yx15secs; current density 400 mA/cm2¡ every 10 minutes for the

duration of the experimental protocol. Maximum contractile responses to EFS were

-130% of maximum response to KCl. Isometric force was recorded using Chart 4

software and a PC computer. To determine the role of GJ in EFS-induced contractile

responses after adjusting strips to optimal length,300 mM octanol or 100 mM

Glycirrhetinic acid was added to some baths. Thereafter responses to EFS for up to 1

hour was recorded and compared to time-matched untreated controls. To confirm the

viability of muscle strips at the end of each experiment, strips were again exposed to 4T

mM KCl, and data was only accepted in the force generated was +/- 20% of the KCI

responses induced at the beginning of the protocol. All experiments were completed in

triplicate using strips from at least 3 different animals.
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LY D|FFUS|ON - 0M EXTRA GELLULAR CALCTUM ([Gat*]") LOAD|NG

To determine whether functional hemichannels were expressed by confluent or

subconfluent HASMCs grown on #1, 25 mm diameter coverslips were bathed in Ca2*

and Mg2*-defficient HBSS containing 1% LY at 37oC. After 5 minutes of incubation

cultures were washed with HBSS containing calcium and magnesium. lmages of dye

loading were taken with a confocal microscope as described above. ln some studies

either octanol (300mM) or GRA (100mM) were included to confirm that dye loading

occurred through hemichannels.

LUCTFER YELLOW (Ly) DTFFUS¡ON - SCRAPE LOADTNG 12111

To measure functional coupling between cells multilayered confluent HASMCs on 25

mm diameter coverslips were scraped with a surgical disposable scalpel while

submerged in HBSS containing 2o/o Lucifer Yellow (LY) and 1o/o AlexaS6B dextran

conjugate at room temperature. A single linear cut was introduced across the coverslip

and the cells remained in LY for 5 minutes thereafter. Then cells were washed with

fresh HBSS. Microscopic images of dye spread were taken by confocal microscopy as

described above in "lmmunocytochemistry". lmages were then further analyzed with the

software Fluoview and Adobe Photoshop as described below to enable quantification of

the distance of LY and dextran conjugated Alexa 568 diffusion into coupled myocytes

adjacent to the wound. ln some studies either octanol (300mM) or GRA (100mM) was

also included to confirm dye spread occurred through GJs.
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LY DIFFUSION - SCRAPE LOADING ANALYSIS

Twenty four-bit grayscale pictures from the confocal microscope were converted to 8-bit

grayscale with the Fluoview software (Figure 5A). This picture was converted with

UltraView software to a 246-color spectral image (Figure 58) (red color represented the

highest fluorescence intensity and violet the lowest) and implemented an edge detection

algorithm that formed an artificial edge of black color couple of pixels wide. ln this

manner the edge of the scrape wound could be identified (seen in red in Figure 5C).

Thereafter on top of this image a graphical mask was applied 4 pixels wide which

appears as a solid line demarking the wound edge border in the 246 color spectral

image (Figure 5D). This picture was then imported back to UltraView and lines drawn

perpendicular to the wound edge were applied every 3 pixels along the wound edge

(Figure 5E) to yield a set of data representing the fluorescent intensity along the line

moving away from the wound edge (Figure 5F). The edge was chosen, because it

shows up as 0 intensity on the data sheet (Figure 5G). 200 lines were collected and

averaged out to obtain a final curve that graphically represents the distance from the

wound edge that LY diffused into intact cells.

RT - PGR

RNA ISOLATION FROM CULTURED HASMC

HASMC were grown on 100mm tissue culture dishes to confluence in DMEM/1O%FS

then were maintained in serum free Ham's F12 for 7 days. RNA was isolated from cells

at 70% confluence, 100o/o confluence (serum fed) and 7-day serum deprived cultures.
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To isolate RNA cells were washed 2x with HBSS then the Qiagen RNA isolation Kit was

used to isolate the RNA.

RNA ISOLATION FROM HUMAN BRONCHIAL SMOOTH MUSCLE TISSUE

Segments of central bronchi were obtained from uninvolved lung specimens from

patients undergoing parlial lung resection for cancer as described above for preparation

of protein lysates. On ice, bronchial smooth muscle was rapidly dissected free from

bronchial rings as described for preparation of primary cultures then total RNA was

isolated using the Qiagen RNA isolation kit following manufacturer's instructions. RNA

was stored in ddHzO at-20 until used for PCR reactions.

RT- PCR REACTION

To run the reverse transcriptase and PCR amplification reaction the one step Qiagen

taq PCR kit was used with the following cycling temperature regime: 1) 72o for 3 min, 2)

3 min on ice, 3) 50o for 30 min 4) 95 oC for 4 min, 5) 55 oC for 1 min (annealing), 6) T2oC

for 1/z min (extension),7) 95"C for lmin (denaturation),8) 55oC 1min, then 9) 72oC

for 1Omin. Steps 2-4 were repeated 40 times completing the PCR reaction with steps 5

and 6.

Then the sample is run on a 0.8% agarose gel of the following composition: 0.4g

agarose, 50ml TAE buffer, and 1¡rL of ethidium bromide. The sample is run at 100V.

The product identity was confirmed by comparing the molecular mass seen with that

predicted based on the primers that were used using New England Biolab marker.
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)rimer Iype iource iequence

Sense Cx43 ìat iift from Dr Jim Naqv s'-ATG GGI GAC TGG AGT GCC TTG-3'
\ntisense Cx43 ìat 3ift from Dr Jim Naqv 5'-TTA AAT CTC CAG GTC ATC AGG-3'
)ense ux5/ TOUSE 3ift from Dr Jim Naqv

''.GGT 
TGC AAC AAT ATC TGT TAC GA.3'

\ntisense Cx57 nouse 3ift from Dr Jim Naov
'-ÏCT 

GTG GGC CTG GAA ACA AAG CA-3'
iense Cx47 nouse 3ift from Dr Jim Naqv

''.ATG 
AGC TGG AGC TIC CTG ACG CGG CTG-3'

\ntisense Cx47 nouse iift from Dr Jim Naov
'-TCA 

GAT CCA CAC GGT GGC CTT GCC GTC-3'
iense Cx40 ìuman 3ift from Dr Jim Naov

'-TTG 
GAG CTT CCT GGG AAA TT-3'

\ntisense Cx40 lUman 3ift from Dr Jim Naov
''-TAG 

GTC ATC TGA CCT TGC CTT-3'

PRIMERS USED

MATERIALS

All cell culture reagents were purchased from Life Technologies, Grand lsland, Ny

unless otherwise stated. Penicillin and Streptomycin was purchased from Sigma. The

fluorescent calcium indicator fura-2 was purchased from Molecular probes, lnc.

(Eugene, OR). Gap junction inhibitors: Octanol was purchased from Sigma Chemicals

Co. (St. Louis, MO) and 1Bp-Glycyrrhetinic acid from Aldrich Chemical Company, lnc.

(Milwaukee, WE). Enzymes for digestion solutions: Protease and Elastase were

purchased from Sigma.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Specific Aim #1: To establish HASM cell cultures, and characterize the expression

pattern of M3R and responsiyeness to ACh.

1.1 THE HASMC CULTURE

Cells were acquired and cultured using conditions described in Methods. For most

studies the cells were grown from vials of primary myocytes that has been stored frozen

after reaching confluence (passage 2 or 3). Shortly after re-plating cells from frozen

vials (-1 hour), evidence for the attachment and spreading of individual myocytes was

seen by phase contract microscopy (Figure 6A). Approximately 80% of all cells became

attached; unattached cells were removed by aspiration 48 hours after initial plating.

About 5 days after seeding at -10,000 cells/cm2 the cultures reached confluence.

Myocytes were spindle shaped with a large central nucleus and organized in a hill-and-

valley pattern at confluence (Figure 68). Post-confluent cultures tended to form multi-

layers, thus contact inhibition was not absolute. Confluent cultures that were maintained

in serum-free condition for up to 20 days developed organized bundles of phase-dense

elongate myocytes similar to the pattern previously described for canine tracheal

myocyte primary cultures [21] (Figure 6C). By 20 days of serum deprivation, bundles of

contractile myocyte covered approximately 20% of the cell culture growth surface.

1.2 EXPRESSION OF PHENOTYPE MARKERS BY HASMC

lmmunocytochemistry was used to demonstrate expression pattern of smooth muscle

actin (sm-u-Actin), smooth muscle myosin heavy chain (sm-myosin), muscarinic type 3
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receptor (M3R) and the bradykinin BK2 receptor after serum deprivation of D5-D7

cultured P4-P6 HASMCs. Antibodies used and dilutions are listed in the methods

section. The experiment was performed in triplicate each of three different primary

cultures. Microscopic analyses revealed that a fraction of five-to-seven day serum

deprived P4-P6 HASMCs (-20-30% as determined by counting cell nuclei) acquire an

elongate morphology and accumulate abundant contractile proteins (sm-cr-actin and

sm-myosin) (Figure 7). Of note, in a manner similar to our previousli published

obseruations using primary cultured canine ainruay SMC, only myocytes that

accumulated contractile proteins also exhibited aggregates of cell surface M3R (Figure

7). ln contrast, the BK2 receptor appeared to be somewhat ubiquitously expressed, and

appeared as large aggregates near the nucleus of each cell. Multi-nucleation was

rarely seen in serum-deprived human airway smooth muscle cell cultures.

1.3 HASMC RESPONSIVENESS TO ACh and BK

M3R is a Gaq-coupled seven transmembrane receptor that mediates ACh-induced

mobilization of [Ca2+]¡ required for eliciting airway smooth muscle contraction. We

measured changes in [Ca2+]¡ in cultured human airway myocytes loaded with the

ratiometric Ca2*-sensitive dye, fura-2 by fluorescent microscopy using a high speed

computer controlled digital camera and UltraView software. For these studies 4th-to-6th

passage (P4-P6) HASMC cultures that had been grown to confluence then maintained

in serum-free conditions for 5-to-7 days (D5-D7). These conditions were similar to

those used for the immunocytochemistry experiments described in Section 1.2. Serum-

deprived HASMC were stimulated with 10-6 M ACh and cell response was recorded for
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up to 300s thereafter. More than g5% of the cells mobilized intracellular calcium (Figure

BA).

These studies revealed a temporal disparity between the time-to-peak [Ca2*]¡ in

response to ACh (10-6M), with some cells reaching peak values within -5 seconds

whereas other cells did not reach peak [Ca2I¡ until -45 sec after agonist was added. Of

note, this disparity was not the result of differences in the rate of increase to peak

[Ca'*],, rather it appeared to result from differences in the time for initiation of a

response after agonist was added (Figure 8A). The disparity in response time was

unique to studies using ACh to provoke a response, as similar studies using BK (10-u M)

produced temporally synchronous cellular responses (Figure 8A and B). These

functional measurements appear to correlate well with our prior observations using

immunohistochemistry to assess expression and distribution of M3R and BK receptors

on the primary cultured HASMC studies (Figure 7); these studies revealed that M3R

was expressed by only -20o/o of all cells, whereas BK2 receptor was expressed

homogeneously. Thus, since almost all myocytes were able to respond to ACh, our

observations are consistent with the existence of cell-cell coupling between myocytes

expressing M3R and those that do not express M3R. Moreover, the temporal disparity

we noted in time-to-peak [Ca'*]' may reflect time required for transmission of

intracellular signals between coupled myocytes. Therefore, for Specific Aim#2 of our

project, we designed experiments to more directly characterize the nature of cell-cell

coupling between HASMC in vitro, and to assess the role of cell-cell coupling and in

integrating mobilization of [ca2li in response to contractire agonists.
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Specific Aim #2: To characterize the expression of connexins and distribution of GJs in

HASM in vítro, and determine their role in cell-cell coupling and ín integrating

mobilization of [Ca2+]i in response to contractile agonists.

2.1 SCRAPE WOUND TEST

We first investigated the existence of functional of intercellular cytoplasmic

communication in primary cultured HASM cells, and used selective chemical inhibitors

to determine if cell-cell coupling occurred via gap junctions. We used an assay in which

confluent myocytes cultures receive a "scrape wound" creating a clean cut across the

monolayer. The wound is inflicted while cells are bathed in physiological saline

containing a low molecular weight green fluorescent dye (Lucifer yellow, 2%, Mol. Wt.

457 Da) and a high molecular weight dextran-conjugated red fluorescence dye (dextran-

Alexa 568, 1%, Mol. Wt. >10,000 Da). Though both dyes rapidly diffuse into damaged

cells, only Lucifer Yellow is able to pass through GJ to adjacent cells. By confocal

fluorescence microscopic analysis of the wound area (see Methods for details) after the

scrape wound is made, we quantified the diffusion distance of Lucifer yellow through

GJs. For these studies we used serum deprived p4-6 D2-6 HASMCs.

Figure 9 shows typical confocal images showing the diffusion of Lucifer yellow and

dextran-Alexa 568 five minutes after making a scrape wound. These studies clearly

indicated that LY (green) was able to diffuse into cell adjacent myocytes at the wound

margin, whereas high molecular weight dextran-Alexa568 (red) loading was limited only

to those cells at the wound margin. To more specifically investigate the role of GJs in
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the diffusion of LY between adjacent HASM cells we next measured the effects of

selective GJ inhibitors on diffusion of LY after preparing a scrape wound. We employed

two well-described inhibitors that appear to inhibit diffusion of low molecular weight

molecules through GJs by different mechanisms [212, 213] (Table 2). We performed

scrape wound assays using P4-P6 HASMC (D2 serum deprivation) in the presence and

absence of the GJ inhibitors octanol (300mM) and p-glycirrhetinic acid (100 mM). As

summarized in Figure 10, both octanol and B-glycirrhetinic acid abrogated the diffusion

of LY between adjacent myocytes after scrape loading. These data strongly suggest

that diffusion of low molecular weight, water soluble molecules between HASMC after

scrape loading in primary culture is entirely mediated via GJs. Moreover, these data are

the first to demonstrate the existence of functional GJs in cultured human airway

smooth muscle cells.

2.2 FUNCTIONAL HEMICHANNELS

As many cells are known to express connexins that are organized into hemi-channels

that may be important for juxtacrine signalling between cells we next tested whether

functional hemichannels were present on sub-confluent and confluent cultured HASMC.

For these studies we used a standard method 178,214,2151in which hemi-channels

are gated transiently by maintaining cells in Ca2*-deficient physiologic saline by

metabolic inhibition 1216,2171 and by membrane depolarisation 12181. HASMCs p4-p6

2-day serum-deprived and P4-P6 subconfluent serum-fed were equilibrated in HBSS

and then the bathing media was rapidly changed to Ca2*-, Mg2*-deficient HBSS

containing 2% LY to cause opening of hemi-channels. Cells were incubated for 5
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minutes at room temperature. Thereafter, the bathing medium was rapidly removed

and replaced with LY-free, complete HBSS, leading to closure of hemi-channels and the

trapping of any LY that has entered the cells when they were incubated in Ca2*-, Mg'*-

deficient HBSS. ln some studies, to block connexon opening octanol (300mM) or B-

Glycirrhetinic acid (100mM) was included in all bathing solutions. The diffusion of LY

into myocytes via hemi-channels was quantified by confocal microscopy as described in

Methods.

Lucifer yellow diffused into >95% of the myocytes in sub-confluent cultures when

incubated in Ca2+-deficient media (Figure 1 1). ln control experiments in which cells

were incubated in complete medium containing LY, virtually no LY diffusion was

detected during the time course of the experiment, indicating that LY-loading was

inhibited by the presence of extracellular Ca2*; this behaviour is consistent with the

presumption that LY-loading in Ca2*-free condition occurs through hemichannels

(Figure 1 1C). Confluent cultures were resistant to LY-loading in response to removal of

extracellular Ca2* (Figure 1 1 and Figure 15F); this is of note, as the open/closed state of

intact GJs (consisting of two hemichannels in register) is not affected rapidly by

changes in extracellular Ca2*. These data suggest that hemichannels are rare in

confluent HASM cell cultures. An exception to this pattern was seen near the edge of

cultures grown on glass coverslips where areas of subconfluence occurred in which

prominent LY-loading was observed as a result of incubation in Ca2*-deficient medium

(Figure 15 E). ln all experiments both octanol and p-glycirrhetinic acid significanfly
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reduced diffusion of LY into HASM cells, confirming diffusion likely occurred though

hemichannels on the surface of cells in areas of subconfluence (Figure 11D).

2.3 CELL-CELL COUPLING: REGULATION OF THE RESPONSE OF HASMC TO

CONTRACTILE AGONISTS.

To test whether the temporal disparity in time-to-peak [Ca'T' response we observed for

cultured HASMC was the result of differences in the time constant for M3R-deficient

myocytes coupled to M3R-expressing myocytes we investigated the effects of GJ

blockers, octanol and B-glycirrhetinic acid on the response of myocytes to ACh and BK.

Ëxperiments were completed using fura-2 loaded, confluent 5-7 day serum-deprived

HASMC (P4-P6), as described in Section 1.3 (Results). Changes in [Ca2*]¡ elicited by

ACh (10-u M) in individual myocytes were measured before and 30 minutes after cells

were incubated with either300 mM octanol or 100 mM B-glycirrhetinicacid. To confirm

the viability of each cell studied, and to determine the effects of gap junction inhibition

on the response elicited by a homogeneously expressed agonist receptor, the response

to BK (10-u M) was also measured for each field of myocytes studied; these

measurements were obtained -4 minutes after acquiring ACh-induced responses in the

presence of octanol or B-glycirrhetinic acid. Prior to measuring the response to BK,

cells were washed twice with HBSS containing either 300mM octanol or 1OOmM B-

glycirrhetinic acid to remove residual ACh and ensure [Ca'*], returned to a stable

baseline. Time-matched control studies were also performed for comparison in all

treatment groups.
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The results of our studies investigating the effects of inhibitors of gap junctions on the

response of HASMC to contractile agonist stimulation are summarized in Figures BB,

8C, and 12. Based on prior studies by Dr. Halayko [23], on average the peak response

of cultured canine airway myocytes to serial treatments with ACh becomes reduced to

-B5To of the initial response after 30 minutes; therefore, for analytical purposes, we

considered any myocyie unable to mount a 2nd response that was > 80% of the 1't

response to be inhibited. For these studies the mean peak [Ca2l¡ induced by ACh was

reduced by 33.08% and 39.87o/o after treatment with octanol or B-glycirrhetinic acid

respectively (Figures BB, BC and 124). ln contrast, for control HASMC the mean peak

[Ca'*]' measured in the second response to ACh was equal to or greater (120 3¡g%)

than that recorded during the first exposure to ACh in the same myocytes. lnterestingly,

our control data indicate that, unlike cultured canine tracheal smooth muscle cells [23],

there does not appear to be a time-associated decline in ACh-elicited peak [Ca2.]¡ in

HASMC.

Though prior to treatment with octanol or p-glycirrhetinic acid virtually all myocytes

exhibited the ability to mobilize intracellular Ca2* in response to ACh (10-6 M), only 32.21

+ 12% and 31 .14 x 14% of these myocytes retained the capacity to mount a similar

response after inhibition of gap junctions with octanol or B-glycirrhetinic acid

respectively (Figures 8A,B and 128). ln contrast, for control cultures where myocytes

were twice treated with ACh with 30 minutes between exposures , 91.21 t S% of the

myocytes were able to mount a 2nd response of equal magnitude to that we recorded

after the 1"t exposure to ACh. ln striking contrast to our observations examining
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responses to ACh, both peak [Ca'ì' and the fraction of responsive HASMC to BK (10-6

M) was unaffected by treatment with octanol or B-glycirrhetinic acid. Based on our

studies using ACh to induce intracellular Ca2* mobilization, our results suggest the

existence of two distinct subpopulations of HASMC in confluent primary culture, one

group (-30% of total cell number) that exhibits GJ-independent responses to ACh, and

another group (-80To of total cell number) characterized by GJ-dependent responses to

ACh. Though our experimental design does not allow confirmation that only those

myocytes that express M3R are capable of responding to ACh stimulation after GJ

inhibitor treatment, it may be of note that the fraction of cells that express functional

M3R (-20%) is the same as the fraction of myocytes that exhibit GJ-independent

responses to ACh. This suggests a cause-effect relationship, which is further

corroborated by the observation that GJ inhibitors had no effect on mobilization of

intracellular Ca2* in response to BK, a ligand that stimulates signalling via the

homogeneously expressed BK2 receptor.

2.4 CONNEXIN EXPRESSION AND DISTRIBUTION IN HASMC.

As our experiments using pharmacological inhibitors of GJs provided evidence for

functional myocyte-myocyte coupling in HASMC cultures, we next investigated the

expression profile of connexins in HASMC and lung tissue obtained from human

donors. We first performed Western blot analyses (12.5% separating gel) on

cytoplasmic and plasma membrane-associated protein lysates prepared from cultured

myocytes at different stages of confluence and at different times after serum withdrawal

to characterize the abundance of ubiquitously expressed Cx43 (Figure 13). Monomeric
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Cx43, which appears as a cluster of bands -43 kDa, was enriched in the membrane

fraction of 50% subconfluent and 100% confluent cultured HASMC in serum-fed

conditions, and in confluent cultures after 2 and 7 days serum deprivation. The upper 2

or 3 bands that make up the 43 kDa cluster are likely differentially phosphorylated forms

of monomeric Cx43, whereas the lowest band is non-phosphorylated Cx43 1219,2201.

For all Western analyses, whole cell lysates from a C6 glioma cell line stably transfected

with Cx43 was used as a positive control. Over the course of the culture time the total

abundance of monomeric Cx43 was stable. Multiple oligomeric forms of Cx43 were

clearly visible in membrane-enriched protein lysates; these oligomers were absent in

cytosolic fractions and, likely due to the diluting effect of including the cytoplasm with

the membrane fraction in whole cell lysates, the relative abundance of oligomeric Cx43

complexes was greatly decreased in whole cell lysates (Figure 13). A unique band -65

kDa was also seen in cytoplasmic and whole cell lysates obtained from serum-fed

cultures (50% and 100% confluent); due to its molecular mass the identity of this band

is not known. One can speculate that it might be a conjugate of Cx43 with an unknown

protein that keeps this fraction of Cx43 in the cytosol.

To confirm that Cx43 was not expressed exclusively in primary cultured HASMC we

also examined the abundance of Cx43 in lysates prepared from intact human bronchial

smooth muscle by immunoblotting. Bronchial smooth muscle tissue was dissected from

5-1Omm diameter human bronchi obtained from non-diseased portions of lungs from

patients undergoing lung resection at the Winnipeg Health Sciences Centre (in

accordance with a human ethics protocol approved by the U of Manitoba HREB). The
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dissection was performed for samples from three different patients using fine

instruments under a binocular dissecting microscope at 4'C; thereafter, whole tissue

lysates were prepared as described in Methods. Abundant Cx43 was detected in all 3

samples analyzed (Figure 14). lnterestingly, Cx43 from each sample appeared to exist

almost exclusively in a phosphorylated state, suggesting that the activity of connexins

and GJs in human bronchial smooth muscle tissue may be subject to rigorous

regulation (Figure 14).

Our Western blot studies (Figure 13) and experiments investigating functional loading of

Lucifer yellow via hemichannels (Figures 15D-F) were giving us a slight hint that the

cytosol vs. membrane-associated distribution of Cx43 changed as cultured HASMC

reached confluence, we used immunocytochemistry to more thoroughly characterize the

cellular distribution of Cx43 in these cells. Myocytes were fixed and immunolabelled for

Cx43 at25o/o and 50% confluence (serum-fed), and at 100% confluence (5 days serum

deprived) then Cx43 distribution was captured by confocal microscopy as described in

Methods (Figure 154-C). ln HASMC from subconfluent cultures Cx43 appeared to be

principally localized to perinuclear intracellular regions, and also occurred in dense

clusters of punctate staining in more peripheral regions of each myocyte. This pattern

was dramatically different in confluent cultures, where perinuclear labeling was greafly

diminished and Cx43 was present principally in arrays or clusters of punctate labeling

that frequently appeared to demarcate sites of cell-cell contact.
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Specific Aim #3: To characterize the expression of connexins in intact airway smooth

muscle and determine their functional role in isometric contraction induced by

contractile agonisfs.

3.1 CONNEXIN EXPRESSION IN HUMAN BRONCHIAL SMOOTH MUSCLE TISSUE

AND CELLS

Based on previous reports describing connexin expression in various smooth muscle-

containing organs, we used RT-PCR to more fully characterize the profile of connexin

genes expressed by human bronchial smooth muscle tissue and primary cultured

HASMC (Figure16). The preparation of mRNA and conditions used for RT-PCR was

completed as described in Methods. Though the profile of connexins expressed by

primary cultured HASMC was similar to that observed for human bronchial smooth

muscle tissue, our analyses revealed that the pattern observed in situ was not fully

reconstituted in confluent, serum-deprived cultures. Abundant mRNA for Cx4O, Cx43

was evident for both cultured HASMC and intact human bronchial smooth muscle,

however mRNA for Cx57, which is abundant in bronchial smooth muscle tissues was

not expressed by cultured HASMC. ln addition , Cx47, which was not present in lysates

from bronchial smooth muscle tissue, was significantly induced in cultured HASMC. The

presence of mRNA however does not mean that the protein is expressed. So in the

cases of connexins other than Cx43 where western blot analysis were not performed we

cannot assume that the protein is made, we know only that there is a potential of the

above mentioned protein formation. Though our studies do not address the functional

significance of a change in connexin expression in ainruay smooth muscle, neither do
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they address the possibility of in-culture selection of a subset of HASMCs with a specific

connexin pattern, but they do indicate that ainruay myocytes have the capacity to

modulate connexin expression, suggesting a mechanism to change the nature of

myocyte-myocyte coupling leading to altered tissue and/or cell function. Of note,

phenotype plasticity of airway myocytes between a contractile and proliferative state

has been well described using primary cell culture systems; the relationship of the

changes that occur in expression of phenotype markers with changes we have

observes in connexin expression has not yet been investigated.

3.2 FUNCTIONAL ROLE OF GAP JUNCTIONS IN AGONIST-INDUCED

CONTRACTION OF AIRWASY SMOOTH MUSCLE

As our functional evidence for the existence of GJs in ainruay smooth muscle had been

derived exclusively from studies using primary cultured airway myocytes, we designed

experiments to determine whether GJs regulate the contractile response of intact ainruay

smooth muscle. lt was technically unfeasible to acquire adequate human bronchial

segments for these studies; therefore we measured the effects of GJ inhibitors on active

isometric force generated by strips of equine tracheal smooth muscle in response to

electrical field stimulation (EFS). Previous work form our group shows that EFS-induced

contractions of tracheal smooth muscle strips are abrogated by atropine, a competitive

inhibitor of ACh, confirming that EFS mediated contraction by inducing release of ACh

from varicosities of parasympathetic nerves that innervate the muscle tissue. Details of

tissue preparation and a complete description of the isometric force lever system used

are provided in Methods.
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After mounting and equilibration, tracheal smooth muscle strips were subjected to

repeated EFS at 8 minute intervals over -70 minutes and active force was recorded.

For all strips the response to 47mlt| KCI was measured at the beginning and end of

each experiment to confirm that muscle viability was not compromised (data from strips

that demonstrated >20% drop in KC|-induced active force generation during the

experiment were not included for further analysis). To study the effects of GJ inhibition

on contractile responses, in some strips after equilibration and measurement of initial

contractile responses, octanol (300 mM) or p-glycirrhetinic acid (100 mM) was added to

the muscle baths and contractile responses to EFS were recorded thereafter for 60

minutes. At the end of the treatment period GJ inhibitors were removed with multiple

washes and contractile responses to EFS were monitored for an addition 20 minutes.

ln addition, at the end of each experiment the force generated by each strip in response

to muscarinic receptor stimulation by exogenous ACh (10-6 M) was measured to

determine if contraction relative to KCI stimulation was affected by GJ inhibitor

treatment. The results of these studies are summ arized in Figure 17.

lnhibition of GJ activity by octanol or B-glycirrhetinic acid decreased EFS-mediated

active isometric force by as much as 27.2 t 2.5% and 59.4 x 18.6% respectively,

compared to time-matched control strips (N=3, p>0.05, one-way ANOVA with Tukey-

Kramer Multiple Comparison Test). Maximum inhibition with octanol occurred after 40

minutes treatment and the reduced isometric force was maintained until the inhibitor

was removed. Treatment with B-glycirrhetinic acid resulted in steady decline in active
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isometric force over the duration of the experiment, with maximum inhibition recorded

after 60 minutes. The inhibitory effects of octanol on isometric force were reversible, as

20 minutes after washing the inhibitor away maximum EFS-induced force returned to g5

! 3.1o/o of control strips. Moreover, at the end of the experiment (-30 min after octanol

was removed), contraction induced by exogenous ACh relative to that induced by 4ZmM

KCI was the same for control strips and those that had been treated with octan ol (142.2

! 20.3% for controls, and 132.2 t 22.8o/o for octanol-treated). The inhibitory effects of

GJ blockade with B-glycirrhetinic acid on contraction were not reversible within 20

minutes, as maximum EFS-induced force fell to 34.2 t 4.9% of control strips even after

removing the inhibitor. Maximum isometric force generation of B-glycirrhetinic acid-

treated strips in response to 47mM KCI stimulation was only reduced by 14.2 x 4.4%

compared to time-matched controls. However, exogenous ACh-induced isometric force

normalized to force induced by 47mM KCI was significantly lower than that measured in

time matched controls (142.2 t 20.3% for controls, and 43.2 t 7 .1% for B-glycirrhetinic

acid treated). These data suggest that p-glycirrhetinic acid produces the irreversible

blockade of GJs in tracheal smooth muscle strips, whereas recovery of myocyte-

myocyte coupling can occur after octanol exposure. Moreover, these data provide

conclusive evidence that the degree of myocyte-myocyte coupling in intact tracheal

smooth muscle tissue is a key determinant of contractile function.
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Figure 1.
Smooth muscle contraction.
Primary signaling pathways and proteins involved in the regulation of smooth
muscle contraction. lnteraction between actin and myosin with the subsequent
hydrolysis of ATP by the myosin head is the basic chemical reaction leading to
muscle contraction.

Ach - acetylcholine, M3R - muscarinic 3 receptor, PlPz - phosphatidylinositol
4,5 biphosphate, PLc - phospholipase c, lP3 - lnositol-1,4,s-triphosphate, ca** -
free calcium, sR - sarcoplasmic reticulum, caM - calmodulin, MLCK - myosin
light chain kinase, Myo - myosin, ATP - adenosine triphosphate, ADp -
adenosine diphosphate, Pi - phosphate.
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Figure 2.
Dendrogram of human connex¡n prote¡n sequences.
Unrelated gene families with similar functional properties encode gap junctions in
vertebrates. Dendrogram of human connexin protein sequences. Connexin
genes are distributed into 3 subgroups recognized by the Human Genome
Nomenclature Committee (i.e., GJA, GJB, and GJC). Note that connexins display
high homology across vertebrate species. [48]
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Ú =connexrn
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Figure 3.
Gonnexin 43 assembly.
Schematic representation of the steps involved in the assembly of connexin (Cx)
43 gap junctions based on current literature. Step 1: connexins are synthesized
in the endoplasmic reticulum. Step 2: oligomerization of Cx43 into connexons
occurs in the trans-Golgi network. Step 3: connexon-containing transport vesicles
travel along microtubules to the nonjunctional plasma membrane, where they
fuse. Step 4: the connexons that are delivered to the plasma membrane can
reach the outer margins of the gap junction plaques by lateral diffusion. t1011
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Figure 4
Sparse parasympathetic nerve varicosities with active Ach release in
pig bronchus.
Parasympathetic nerye varicosities in pig bronchus section immunostained
with anti SV2 antibody (white vesicles) to identify sites of active Ach release.
This image illustrates the considerable areas of smooth muscle, where there
is no active release of acetylcholine suggesting that bronchial smooth
muscle may exist more-or-less as a single unit muscle. 11421







Fig. 5D
HASMC scratch wound analysis steps.
Using a translucent mask on the top of the image from 5C we can draw a line
along the edge of the scratch wound. The translucent mask with the edge drawn
onto it is than placed on top of image 58. These two images, 58 and the mask
with the edge, are then merged into one image that is shown here. We end up
with a 246-color image with a detected edge 4-5 pixels wide of pink color. The
pink color was chosen on purpose as it represents the number zero for the
computer's analysis software.

Fig. 5E
HASMC scratch wound analysis steps.
Analysis lines (shown in black) are drown perpendicularly to the scratch wound.
The computer extracts data based on the color of the background above which
the analysis line lies for every single pixel it covers.

Fig. 5F
HASMC scratch wound analysis steps.
The computer provides the data along the analysis line in a spreadsheet format.
The first column shows the distance from the beginning of the analysis line
(which is placed close to the scratch wound edge). The second column shows
the light intensity at a given distance from the beginning of the analysis line.
When the line crosses the wound edge, that we colored to pink, as mentioned
above, the data in the spreadsheet shows up as a sequence of zeros (shown
with black arrows). This is the point where we start to analyze the data.

Fig. 5G
HASMC scratch wound analysis steps.
Graphical representation of the data described in figure 5F. Light density versus
distance from the wound edge in pixels. Note the rough saw like appearance of
the curve. This appearance smoothens out after averaging out more lines as
shown in figure 108 where 200 lines were analyzed and averaged out.



Figure 6A

Figure 6A
Freshly isolated HASMC t hour in DMEM.
20X phase contrast image of P4 HASMC 1

hour after plating in serum containing DMEM
media. A cytoplasmic halo is apparent
around the cells as they attach and start
spreading on the bottom of the culture plate.

Figure 68
"Hill and valley" appearance of HASMC
20X phase contrast image of P4 HASMC
soon after reaching confluence in serum
containing DMEM and forming a so called
"hill and valley" appearance.

Figure 6C
HASMC forming bundles after serum
deprivation
20X phase contrast image of P4 HASMC 7
days after reaching confluence in the serum
deprived F12 culture. There is a tendency of
bundle formation. Note the evolution of the
cell shape, alignment, and general
organization through images 64, 68 and 6C.

Figure 68

Figure 6C





Figure 7

Expression of phenotype markers by cultured human airway smooth

muscle cells.

40X immunofluorescent image taken with a confocal microscope. There are 3

matching panels showing the same field of serum deprived P4 HASMC after

reaching confluence. The top panel (A and B) shows a green immuno staining for

M3R and red for sm-myosin. The middle panel (C and D) shows a green immuno

staining for M3R and in this case a red for immuno staining for sm-cr-actin. There

is an apparent apparent colocalization in both cases i.e. cells expressing M3R

are the ones that are also expressing actin and myosin. The bottom panel (E and

F) shows green immuno staining for M3R and red immuno staining for BK that is

present in every cell. The nuclei were stained using TOTO3 to blue.

P4 - passage 4, HASMC - human airway smooth muscle cells, M3R- muscarinic

3 receptor, sffi - smooth muscle, BK - bradykinin, ToTo3 - blue nuclear stain.





Figure 8.
Human airway smooth muscle cell (HASMG) responsiveness to AGh and
BK
lmages are measurements of intracellular free calcium levels versus time using
fura-2 fluorescent dye and ratiometric analysis. Each colored line represents free
calcium concentration within a single cell.

BA. Usual response of P4-P6 serum deprived confluent D7 HASMC to repetitive
exposure of 10-' Ach. Note that after the first response to Ach the second
response is approximately of the same height and occurs approximately with the
same delay after exposing the cells to 10-þ Ach. Also note the slight temporal shift
in both, cells starting to respond and cells reaching peak free intracellular calcium
concentration.
88. Afterthe initial response to 10-6Ach we washed awayAch as in BA and we
incubated the cells for 30 minutes in 100 mM B-glycirrhetinic acid. The same cells
in the same analysis field are then exposed to 10-6 Ach again. Note the decrease
in free intracellular calcium level peak. To prove that the cells are alive we
exposed the cells to 10-o BK. BK was picked because all the HASMC in our
culture system express BK receptors. Note the brisk and synchronous response
to 10-o BK. The synchronicity is likely due to the ubiquitous presence of the BK
receptors as opposed to M3R receptors for Ach that are only expressed in -20%
of cells.
8C. The same experiment as in 88 but using 300 mM octanol as GJ blocker.
Note the similar effect as in the case of B-glycirrhetinic acíd.

Ach - acetylcholine, BK - bradykinin, M3R - muscarinic 3 receptor, w - wash,
OCT - octanol, GRA - p-glycirrhetinic acid







Figure 10.
Scratch wound induced diffusion of Lucifer yellow (LY) in human airway
smooth muscle cell (HASMG) culture is inhibited by octanol and B-
glycirrhetinic acid.
A: 20X confocal microscopy image of P4 confluent serum deprived HASMC in
culture after scraping the culture with a scalpel in the presence of LY. LY diffused
from the point of initial line of cell injury towards the periphery. There were no GJ
inhibitors in the media, so this is the maximum achievable diffusion in the culture
system that was used. (n=3)
B: Graphical representation of the fluorescence intensity versus distance from
the scrape wound shown in figure A. Note the high fluorescence intensity (peak
of the curve) and long distance the fluorescence dye LY was able to spread. This
image is an average of 200 analysis lines as described in methods.
C: 20X confocal microscopy image of P4 confluent serum deprived HASMC in
culture after scraping the culture with a scalpel in the presence of LY and
octanol. LY diffused from the point of initial line of cell injury towards the
periphery. There is a visible marked reduction in diffusion distance because
octanol, a GJ inhibitor. (n=3)
D: Graphical representation of the fluorescence intensity versus distance from
the scrape wound shown in figure C. Note the lower fluorescence intensity (peak
of the curve) and shorter distance the fluorescent dye LY was able to spread
than in panel B. This image is an average of 200 analysis lines as described in
methods.
E: 20X confocal microscopy image of P4 confluent serum deprived HASMC in
culture after scraping the culture with a scalpel in the presence of Ly and p-
glycirrhetinic acid. LY diffused from the point of initial line of cell injury towards
the periphery. There is a visible marked reduction in diffusion distance because
B-glycirrhetinic acid, a GJ inhibitor. (n=3)
F: Graphical representation of the fluorescence intensity versus distance from the
scrape wound shown in figure E. Note the lower fluorescence intensity (peak of
the curve) and shorter distance the fluorescent dye LY was able to spread than in
panel B. This image is an average of 200 analysis lines as described in methods.

All fluorescent images are composed of a multitude of smaller 20X confocal images attached to
each other giving us a view along the whole scratch wound.
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Figure 12
Effect of gap junction blockers, octanol and B-glycirrhetinic acid, on human
airway smooth muscle cell responsiveness to Ach.
124.
Golumn A compares the peak free intracellular calcium levels in P4-P6 confluent
serum deprived HASMC after repeated exposure to 10-6 Ach. The two exposures
were 30 mins apart. Column A represents the second response to 10-6 Ach
compared to the first one. Note that cells in average have higher peak free
intracellular calcium levels. We do not have explanation for this phenomenon, but
it is consistently observed in our HASMC experiments.
Column B compares the peak free intracellular calcium levels in P4-P6 confluent
serum deprived HASMC after repeated exposure to 10-6 Ach. The cells were
incubated with 100 mM of B-glycirrhetinic acid for 30 minutes between the two
exposures. Note the significantly (p<0.01) decreased average peak free
intracellular calcium level.
Golumn G repeats the experiment in Column C but using 300 mM octanol
instead of B-glycirrhetinic acid. Note the significantly (p<0.01) decreased
average peak free intracellular calcium level.

128
Golumn A compares the number of P4-P6 confluent serum deprived HASMC
response after repeated exposure to 10-6 Ach. The two exposures were 30 mins
apart. Column A represents the second response to 10-6 Ach compared to the
first one. Note that only about 90% of cells responded. We do not have
explanation for this phenomenon, but it is consistently observed in our HASMC
experiments.
Golumn B compares the number of P4-P6 confluent serum deprived HASMC
after repeated exposure to 10-6 Ach. The cells were incubated with 100 mM of
B-glycirrhetinic acid for 30 minutes between the two exposures. Note the
significantly (p<0.01) decreased number of responding cells. The cutoff for a cell
to be normal second responder was to have at least 80% peak free intracellular
calcium level of the fírst response. This experiment revealed the presence of a
subset of HASMC whose response upon 10-6 Ach stimulation is gap junction
dependent.
Golumn G repeats the experiment in Column C but using 300 mM octanol
instead of B-glycirrhetinic acid. Note the significantly (p<0.01) decreased number
of responding cells. This experime¡t also confirmed the presence of a subset of
HASMC whose response upon 10-o Ach stimulation is gap junction dependent.

The results were statistically analyzed with one-way ANOVA with Tukey-Kramer
Multiple Comparison Test.

** - p<0.01





Figure 13.
Gonnexin 43 western blot analysis.
Western blot analysis image that shows the pattern of distribution of Cx43 in
cultured HASMC at 50% and 100% of confluence in serum and serum deprived
(SD), day 2 and day 7 state. Lane 1 indicates the cytoplasmic fraction of the
cells, lane 2 indicates the membrane fraction of the cells and lane 3 is the whole
cell lysate. Cx43 is mainly found in the membrane fraction of the cells in all
stages of confluence and serum deprivation. The red circle indicates the
unphosphorylated (bottom band), less- and more-extensively-phosphorylated
Cx43 (middle and top band respectively). On the gel also bands appeared that
we believe to be multimeres of Cx43 (dimers, trimers...) as they are binding the
primary antibody for Cx43 and are found to be at molecular weights thai are
multiples of the monomere. These are indicated by a blue square on the image.
The first lane contains the C6 glioma cell line that expresses Cx43 in hþh
abundance which was used as a control.







Figure 15.
Characterization of connexin 43 (Gxa3) expression and GJ/hemi channel
function in cultured human airway smooth muscle cells (HASMG)
depending on the state of confluence.
Pattern of distribution of Cx43 in P4 HASMC in different stages of confluence: A
- 25yo, B - 75o/o, C - confluent, serum deprived. Cx43 is stained green and the
nuclei are stained red. The patchy distribution (A) gradually changel to punctate,
even distribution (C) as the cells become confluent.
ln the calcium free environment >95% of the cells loaded with LY (D) (see also
figure 118) in subconfluent state. ln the presence o'f Ca2* none of the cãlls loaded
with LY (Figure 11C) in subconfluent or confluent state. ln the calcium free
environment confluent cultures did not load with LY presumably because there
were no hemichannels available for the dye entry because all hemichannels were
"used up" to form GJ with neighboring cells (F). Confluent cultures in calcium free
environment loaded on the edges of the culture as there are no neighboring cells
to form complete GJ and hemichannels are freely available for dye Oiffusion 1f¡.
One could argue that the increased LY uptake is due to the loés of viability and
secondary increased permeability in the cells once they are exposed to calcium
deprivation. This is however unlikely as in figure 15E only the subconfluent part
of the culture is loaded with LY and ihe conflrlent part is not.



Gx 40

Gx 43
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Figure 16.
Screening for connexins in cultured human airway smooth muscle cells
using rt-PCR.
rt-PCR results showing expression of connexins 40, 43, 47 and 57 in human
airway smooth muscle tissue (lane 1) and in cultured confluent D7 HASMC
(lane2). The results confirmed the presence of Cx43 in cultured HASMCs and
showed the presence of Cx40, Cx47 and Cx57 with different level of expression
depending on whether we tested cells from whole tissue or cells from tissue
culture systems. Connexin 40 and 43 are expressed both in human airway
smooth muscle tissue and also in cultured HASMC. Connexin 47 is present only
in cultured HASMC and connexin 57 is present only in human ainruay smooth
muscle tissue. (n=3)
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Figure 17.
Effect of gap junction blockers on electrical field stimulated equine smooth
muscle strip contraction.
A: Active isometric force generation in equine tracheal smooth muscle (ETSM)
with electrical field stimulation generated peaks on the time/force curves that in
the control group (CTRL) were equal in height indicating that over the time of the
experiment the muscle remains viable and no significant change in force
generation occurs (interval from the time when antagonists octanol (OCT) and p-
glycirrhetinic (GRA) acid were added (A) to the first washing (W)). ln the group
where octanol was added to the bath, there was a decrease in isometric force
that is represented by smaller peaks. A much more profound decrease in
isometric force was noticed in samples treated with p-glycirrhetinic acid that is
represented also by smaller peaks than in the control. After the cells were
washed 2 times to remove the GJ inhibitors Ach was added to the baths which
triggered a contraction in all the groups. ln the octanol group we tried to add back
octanol to the bath (represented by black arrows) that resulted in decreased
force generation represented by the blunting of the Ach curve upon each addition
of octanol. ln the B-glycirrhetinic acid group the curve upon Ach introduction
started to rise and then started to fall back towards baseline but baseline was not
reached until Ach was removed from the bath. We hypothesized that this is
probably due to the population of the cells that have Ach receptors and can
contract independently without GJ and they stopped to contract after Ach was
removed from the bath. (n=3)

B: Chart representation of the above-described experiments in time versus % of
inhibition compared to the control. Note the marked inhibition that in the case of
GRA is more than 50% of the control. The results were statistically analyzed with
one-way ANOVA with Tukey-Kramer Multiple Comparison Test. (n=3)

CTRL - control, OCT - octanol, GRA - glycirrhetinic acid, W - wash, Ach -
acetylcholine, A - time when gap junction blockers were added to the bath.







Figure 19 a, b

GALI BRATION CURVE CONSTRUCTION

a. The UltraView software interface, where we enter the data (ratio and

concentration) acquired during the sequential calibration measurements of

solutions with known calcium concentrations using Molecular Probes (F-

6774) Fura-2 Calcium lmaging Calibration Kit.

b. Using the above-mentioned data the software draws a calibration curve.

This curve is used by the computer to convert gray scale data acquired

during measurements to levels of free calcium.
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DISCUSSION

(Significance and Future Directions)

Our studies show that human ainruay smooth muscle cells in culture and fresh tissue

lysates express functional gap junctions. Because of the scarce availability of human

ainruay smooth muscle tissue, in situ experiments were not performed. Further our

studies have characterized for the first time the expression pattern and distribution of

connexin proteins in ainruay smooth muscle cells and tissues. Specifically we obserued

that in situ human bronchial smooth muscle cells express abundant Cx43, Cx40, and

Cx57, and that though primary cultured HASMC also express Cx43 and Cx40, they are

deficient in Cx57 mRNA and express Cx47, which was absent in myocytes from intact

airway smooth muscle tissue. The presence of mRNA however does not mean that the

protein is expressed. So in the cases of connexins other than Cx43 where western blot

analysis were not performed we cannot assume that the protein is made, we know only

that there is a potential of the above mentioned protein formation. We used

immunocytochemistry, Western Blot, and RT-PCR to detect connexin expression and

cellular distribution in cultured HASMC and human bronchial smooth muscles. Our

studies were limited to the analysis of connexins that had been previously published

reported in various smooth muscle tissues [221-223]. Undoubtedly a more thorough

survey of the full range of connexins described in all tissues will reveal that airway

smooth muscle cells also express other connexins. ln addition, other than to compare

connexin expression in tissue and cultured cells, we have not investigated how the

profile of connexins expressed by ainruay smooth muscle cells might be altered during
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development and in disease states such as asthma that affect the function and

abundance of ainruay smooth muscle. Based on our studies that showed GJs play a

significant role in determining contractile function of airway smooth muscle changes in

expression of connexins and/or in regulation of GJ opening that could occur associated

with disease states may play a critical role in disease morbidity and pathophysiology.

As dramatic remodeling or the ainruays that occurs in asthma and is associated

development of hypercontractile properties of ainruay smooth muscle, clearly the studies

described in this report should be extended to determine if changes in connexin

expression and GJ function occurs in parallel with disease progression.

We performed a series of studies using primary cultured HASMC and intact equine

tracheal smooth muscle that provided functional evidence for the presence of GJs.

Using a scrape-loading assay and Lucifer Yellow loading in Ca2*-deficient buffer, our

experiments showed not just the presence, but also how the functional competence of

gap junctions in primary cultured human ainruay smooth muscle cells was affected by

cell density. Though the abundance of Cx43 protein appeared to be stable in all cell

culture conditions, the cellular distribution was greatly affected by the proximity of other

cells. ln subconfluent culture ainruay myocytes appear to have a large number of

functional hemichannels that served as an effective conduit to load Lucifer Yellow. The

physiological relevance of these channels is not clear, though hemichannels have been

shown to play a critical role in juxtacrine and paracrine signal transduction for molecules

such as adenosine and ATP between some cell types. As these mediators in particular

play a role in controlling contraction, proliferation and migration of cultures ainruay
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myocytes, clearly our results suggest that future studies of the precise role for GJs in

mechanisms that determine the role of these mediators in controlling airway smooth

function are warranted. Our experiments using scrape loading and Lucifer Yellow

loading in Ca2*-deficient buffer also revealed the effectiveness of using two general GJ

inhibitors, octanol and B-glycirrhetinic acid, to investigate the role of GJs in airway

myocyte cell physiology, and suggests that mediators such as these will be extremely

useful tools for future investigations.

ln addition to studies to determine whether functional GJs were present in primary

cultured HASMC we also used chemical inhibitors of GJs to assess the role of myocyte-

myocyte coupling in intracellular signalling ln response to contractile agonists. The

unique cell culture system we employed possessed several key characteristics that

contributed to the extent of the conclusions we were able to derive. First, in serum

deprived cultures at least two phenotypically disparate myocyte cell populations

developed, and importantly our immunocytochemical analyses demonstrated that a

unique population, comprising only -20% of all cells, express the Gcrq-coupled M3R

that mediate ACh-induced mobilization of lP3-sensitive intracellular Ca2* stores into the

cytosol. Second, despite the fact that only a relatively small subgroup of myocytes

express M3R, our experiments using fura-2loaded myocytes revealed virtually all cells

could be induced to mobilize intracellular Ca2* after ACh exposure. This observation

suggested that the myocytes in confluent primary cultures were capable of cell-cell

communication, and our experiments using octanol and B-glycirrhetinic acid confirmed

that in -80% of myocytes, Ca2* mobilization after ACh exposure was GJ-dependent.
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Third, despite the heterogeneity we observed in M3R expression, virtually all myocytes

in confluent serum-deprived HASMC cultures appeared to express the Goq-coupled

BKz receptor for bradykinin and mobilized intracellula r Ca2* in a temporally

synchronous manner. This character provided an internal control mechanism for us to

confirm that the GJ inhibitors we used had little effect of receptor mediated signal

transduction, rather their effects were exclusively associated with the open/close state

of GJs in our myocyte culture model.

We also performed a series of studies using intact ainruay smooth muscle that were an

extension of our experiments using primary cultured HASMC. These experiments

demonstrated for the first time that GJs, which, based on electron microscopy, have

previously been reported to exist in ainruay smooth muscle, play a significant functional

role in controlling contraction of ainruay smooth muscle tissues in response

physiologically relevant stimulation via parasympathetic neurons. As noted in an early

comment, this observation as potential to provide new insight to mechanisms that might

control altered ainruay smooth muscle contractility in disease states such as asthma.

Though hyperresponsiveness of the ainruays to allergic and non-allergic stimuli is a key

feature of bronchial asthma that is linked with local inflammation and structural

remodelling (i.e. ainrray smooth muscle hypertrophy), the cellular and molecular

mechanisms that contribute directly to the hypercontractile response of ainruay smooth

muscle are not well understood. Our studies suggest that GJs have the potential to

contribute to changes in contractile properties of ainruay smooth muscle, thus GJs could
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represent novel mechanism for altered contractile function in asthma; on this basis

future studies to investigate this possibility are warranted.

ln addition to our studies of GJs and their presence in ainruay smooth muscle, a cause-

effect role for GJs in physiology and pathophysiology associated with smooth muscle

containing organs in humans have been repofted. Perhaps the best-studied system is

the myometrium during pregnancy. Near the end of the third trimester prior to labour the

number of GJ, and abundance of connexin protein and mRNA exhibit a multi-fold

increase in uterine smooth muscle cells [112]. This dramatic increase in GJ number

leads coverts the uterine smooth muscle from that of a multiunit type (i.e. few GJ) to that

of a single unit type (i.e a highly coupled syncitium), a process that is essential to

ensure precise coordination of contractions so that sufficient force can be generated to

facilitate successful birth of the baby. The dramatic increase in connexin expression

and GJ number appears to be controlled by programmed changes in hormone levels

(ie. estrogen and progesterone) during the latter stages of pregnancy [1 12]. lt is not

known whether connexin expression and GJ number in lung cells may also be

controlled dynamically by such factors as changes in hormonal status in women and

men. However, a potential association between normal physiologic fluctuation in

hormonal levels and lung function has been described for a condition that has been

termed "premenstrual asthma" 1224]. ln some women the condition is characterizedby

the frequent occurrence of asthma exacerbation immediately preceding the onset of

menses. Though there is no evidence linking GJ number in ainruay smooth muscle to

these episodes, it is intriguing to speculate that normal fluctuations in progesterone and
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estrogen occur as in the menstrual cycle may induce transient changes in GJ function

that could contribute to the disorder. As this hypothesis is entirely speculative, clearly a

definitive studies investigating the effects of progesterone and/or estrogen on connexin

expression and GJ function in airway smooth muscle cells in vitro, in situ and in vivo

need to be completed. As excessive contraction of airway smooth muscle is the

principal factor that contributes to acute asthma exacerbations, the most troublesome

aspect of the disease, it is worth speculating in general about the possibility that

changes in GJ number of function might in some way modulate disease

pathophysiology. Therefore, the results of our project suggest that future studies

examining the effects of asthma-associated pro-inflammatory mediators may be

insightful. Many questions relating the effects of inflammation on GJ in ainruay smooth

muscle could be addressed using the in vitro and in vivo sytems, cells and compounds

we have employed in our current project. A number of studies examining the effects of

inflammation during sepsis on GJ number in vascular smooth muscle indicate that some

inflammatory mediators are capable of affecting connexin expression and functional GJ-

associated pa rameters [225].

The usual goal of a medical research project is to get new discoveries from the bench to

the bedside. There are a number of reasons why our project has the potential to be

used as a springboard leading to new approaches to treat people with airway reactive

diseases (eg. asthma and COPD). There is good evidence that only a subset of

bronchial smooth muscle cells in pig airway is inneruated directly by parasympathetic

neurons (Figure 4)t2081. As porcine and human lung physiology and structure is known

to be quite similar, it would seem reasonable to expect a similar organization of
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myocytes and neurons in human airuay smooth muscle tissue. Of note, preliminary

studies from Dr. Halayko's using confocal microscopy (not shown) indicate that M3R

expressed by human bronchial smooth muscle are almost exclusively localized to sites

of parasympathetic varicosities (sites of active ACh release). Thus it seems likely that

not all myocytes in intact bronchial smooth muscle, and in particular those that are not

in the immediate vicinity of parasympathetic nerye varicosities, respond directly to ACh

released from nerves that innervate the tissue. This implies that signals to induce

contraction of entire bronchial smooth muscle segments rely upon effective signal

transduction between coupled myocytes, and that changes in functional competence

may modulate contractile responses. On this basis, the delivery if of a therapeutic

agent that inhibits myocyte-myocyte coupling would have potential to dampen ainruay

constriction. To avoid systemic effect on the body as a whole an inhaler form could be

utilised to have just limited local action as in the case of commonly used of inhaled

corticosteroids, leukotrien inhibitors, beta agonists, and acetylcholine receptor blockers

these days. The compounds employed for our studies, octanol and B-glycirrhetinic acid,

are widely used by GJ investigators to modulate the open/close state of these channels.

Octanol is commonly used in the perfume industry, and B-glycirrhetinic acid

accumulates in the blood after consuming licorice. One study examined the effects of

licorice consumption on human pulmonary function and the results revealed that licorice

consumption lead to a moderate improvement in selected lung function parameters of

some patients ín the study L226} Octanol and B-glycirrhetinic acid are relatively non-

toxic, thus potentially could be used as agents to try in whole animal experiments to test

their potential effectiveness to inhibit ainruay constriction in vivo. Hypothetically, a good
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GJ blocker inhaler could be another way to fight airway reactive diseases such as

asthma and COPD either alone or in combination with other agents and this way

alleviate the severity and duration of an asthmatic attack.
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